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Northwestern University

MINI MICROCHIPS

Scientists in America have invented
˧˛˘˪ˢ˥˟˗Ϡ˦˦ˠ˔˟˟˘˦˧˘˩˘˥Єˬ˜ˡ˚
ˠ˜˖˥ˢ˖˛˜ˣʡˁ˜˖˞ˡ˔ˠ˘˗ϟˠ˜˖˥ˢЄ˜˘˥˦Ϡ
the tiny microchips, created by
scientists at the Northwestern
University, are as small as a grain
of sand. They have been designed
to collect data on the environment,
study populations and track the
spread of diseases.

˅˂ˌʴʿˇˉˆʻ˂ˊ
The Duke of Cambridge will be
hosting a new BBC TV show about
the environment. Prince William
will speak to experts and pioneers
˧ˢЃˡ˗ˡ˘˪˪˔ˬ˦˧ˢ˦˧ˢˣ˖˟˜ˠ˔˧˘
change in the documentary The
Earthshot Prize: Repairing Our Planet.
Sir David Attenborough will host the
show, too, which will air from
3 October.

Marcus
Rashford has
urged the
Government
to stop
its plan
to reduce
universal
credit, which
supports
people
who are
unemployed
or on low
incomes. During the pandemic,
there was a boost of £20 a week,
but that is due to be scrapped
on 6 October. Rashford said:
“Instead of removing vital
support, we should be focusing
on developing a long-term
roadmap out of this child
hunger pandemic.”

BUG SWEET,
ANYONE?

Do you like cabbage or broccoli?
Scientists in Australia have found
the reason they think lots of young
people hate certain veggies. They
say enzymes found in the brassica
vegetable group, which also
includes Brussels sprouts and kale,
produce bad smells when they’re
combined with bacteria in saliva.
Apparently adults eventually learn
to tolerate the unpleasant odour.

A company in Israel has invented a
jelly sweet that is made from locusts,
which are a type of grasshopper.
The creator of the sweet treats
claims grasshoppers taste like
“pecans, mushrooms, coffee and
chocolate”. However, they have
˔˗˗˘˗˜ˡˢ˧˛˘˥Є˔˩ˢ˨˥˦ʟ˜ˡ˖˟˨˗˜ˡ˚
orange and strawberry, to their new
sweets. Would you eat a treat that
has been made from bugs?

TEENAGERS
CHALLENGE
WORLD LEADERS

FISHY SURGERY
ʴʤʪʠˬ˘˔˥ʠˢ˟˗˚ˢ˟˗Ѓ˦˛˛˔˦˛˔˗˔
˵ʦʣʣˢˣ˘˥˔˧˜ˢˡʡʵ˟˨˘˕˘˟˟˧˛˘Ѓ˦˛
is very tame, often being fed by
hand and coming to the surface
for a back rub. When she fell ill with
something growing in her mouth,
her owners whisked her straight to
˧˛˘˩˘˧˦˙ˢ˥˦˨˥˚˘˥ˬʡˇ˛˘Ѓ˦˛˛˔˦
made a full recovery from the 20
minute op and is now back in her
ˣˢˡ˗˪˜˧˛˛˘˥Ѓ˦˛ˬ˙˥˜˘ˡ˗˦ʡ

ˆ˃ʴˁʼˆʻˉ˂ʿʶʴˁ˂
The erupting Cumbre Vieja volcano
is still causing major damage on the
Spanish Island of La Palma. Rivers of
lava have been exploding into the
air and the airport has been closed.
It has destroyed hundreds of houses
so far and forced nearly 6,000
people to evacuate.

PERFECT PRESENT
A man has been given the Bentley
car he used to chauffeur other
people around in for his 100th
birthday. Eddie Hughes never forgot
the Bentley he drove in the 1960s.
His family tracked down the fancy
car and bought it for him. Eddie’s
ˠˢ˧ˢ˥˦ˣˢ˥˧˘ˡ˚˜ˡ˘˘˥˚˥˔ˡ˗˦ˢˡЃ˫˘˗
it up and made it safe to drive.

˂ˍʸʴ˅ˇʻ˄ˈʴʾʸ
The city of Melbourne in Australia
has been hit by a 6.0 magnitude
earthquake. The quake was one of
the biggest the country has ever
experienced and caused damage to
buildings. Luckily, no serious injuries
were reported.

GRETA IN GERMANY

Young people challenge world
˟˘˔˗˘˥˦˜ˡ˔ˡ˘˪ˆ˞ˬʾ˜˗˦Ѓ˟ˠ
COP26: In Your Hands. Are they
listening? The documentary is
introduced by HRH Prince Charles
and also features Prime Minister
Boris Johnson, as the host of COP26.
As world leaders prepare to gather
in Glasgow, six teenagers on each of
the world’s six inhabited continents
talk about how climate change is
already affecting their lives. The
campaigners care deeply about the
damage we’re doing to our planet,
but have ideas about what needs
to be done to save the Earth. The
documentary is coming soon to
Ѓ˥˦˧ʡˡ˘˪˦ʢ˘˗˨˖˔˧˜ˢˡˇˉ.

Getty

BROCCOLI BOTHER

FIELDS OF POO
People in Cirencester got a nasty
surprise when a horrible smell
started to spread across the
whole town. It turned out farmers
˛˔˗˕˘˘ˡ˖ˢ˩˘˥˜ˡ˚˧˛˘˜˥Ѓ˘˟˗˦˜ˡ
biosolids – fertiliser that actually
contains human poo. Biosolids help
fertilise soil so that crops can grow.
Apparently the spreading had been
arranged for when there was an
easterly wind, which would take the
pong away from town, but the wind
dropped off.
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TO READ YOURSELF
AND SHARE WITH FRIENDS

iStock

Harry Potter
and Doctor
Who actor
David Tennant
has lent his
voice to a
video about
the power of
education to
change the world. The video, by
children’s charity Theirworld,
aims to send a message about
the importance of investing
in education to world leaders
gathering at the United Nations
General Assembly in New
York. It reveals that 260 million
children in the world don’t have
access to education.
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STOP BENEFIT CUT,
SAYS RASHFORD

iStock

EDUCATION
FOR ALL

FirstNews

Activist Greta Thunberg joined a
climate protest in Berlin ahead of
the German election. There were 470
protests staged across Germany by
Greta’s Fridays for Future campaign.
In Berlin, Greta said that no party
in the German election was doing
enough to stop climate change.
Activists are calling for Germany to
do more to limit global warming and
to end the use of coal to generate
power by 2030.

3. HEADLINES

FirstNews

ʼ˦˦˨˘ʪʬʫ ʤϝʪ˂˖˧ˢ˕˘˥ʥʣʥʤ

LORRY DRIVER SHORTAGE

Maybe you have seen big queues at petrol
˦˧˔˧˜ˢˡ˦ʡʡʡ˪˛˔˧˜˦˚ˢ˜ˡ˚ˢˡʲʼ˦˧˛˘˥˘˔˙˨˘˟
shortage? Well, no actually. But there is a shortage
ˢ˙ˤ˨˔˟˜Ѓ˘˗˟ˢ˥˥ˬ˗˥˜˩˘˥˦˧ˢ˗˘˟˜˩˘˥˧˛˘ˣ˘˧˥ˢ˟ʟ
which has led to panic at the pumps with drivers
˗˘˦ˣ˘˥˔˧˘˧ˢЃ˟˟˨ˣʡ

Shapps, said there was no need to panic because
there is “plenty of petrol” and that the Government
could bring in the army to help drive fuel tankers
if needed.

ʻ˘˔˩ˬʺˢˢ˗˦ˉ˘˛˜˖˟˘ʛʻʺˉʜ˗˥˜˩˘˥˦ˠˢ˩˘˜˧˘ˠ˦
between different places. They spend a lot of time
on the roads, moving stuff to places where we buy
it. But, at the moment, there aren’t enough of them
to keep deliveries going.

ˇ˛˘˅ˢ˔˗ʻ˔˨˟˔˚˘ʴ˦˦ˢ˖˜˔˧˜ˢˡʛ˅ʻʴʜ˦˔ˬ˦˧˛˘ˈʾ
ˡ˘˘˗˦˔˕ˢ˨˧ʤʣʣʟʣʣʣˠˢ˥˘ʻʺˉ˗˥˜˩˘˥˦˧ˢ˞˘˘ˣ˨ˣ
supplies. The Government will allow 5,000 visas
˙ˢ˥˙˨˘˟˧˔ˡ˞˘˥˔ˡ˗˙ˢˢ˗˟ˢ˥˥ˬ˗˥˜˩˘˥˦˙˥ˢˠ˧˛˘ʸˈ˧ˢ
˪ˢ˥˞˜ˡ˧˛˘ˈʾ˙ˢ˥˧˛˥˘˘ˠˢˡ˧˛˦ʟ˨ˡ˧˜˟ʶ˛˥˜˦˧ˠ˔˦ʸ˩˘ʟ
but some experts say this won’t solve the problem.

The Government is urging people to carry on
˔˦ˡˢ˥ˠ˔˟ʟ˕˨˧˧˛˘˦˛ˢ˥˧˔˚˘ˢ˙ʻʺˉ˗˥˜˩˘˥˦˜˦
˪ˢ˥˥ˬ˜ˡ˚ˠ˔ˡˬˣ˘ˢˣ˟˘ʟ˦ˢ˧˛˘ˬ˛˔˩˘˕˘˘ˡЃ˟˟˜ˡ˚
up their cars with petrol in the fear that petrol
˦˧˔˧˜ˢˡ˦˖ˢ˨˟˗˥˨ˡˢ˨˧ʡˈˡ˙ˢ˥˧˨ˡ˔˧˘˟ˬʟ˧˛˔˧˖˔˨˦˘˗
the shortages! The transport secretary, Grant

MAGIC MEGAN
MAKES HISTORY

WHY ARE WE SHORT OF DRIVERS?

The coronavirus pandemic meant that lots of
˗˥˜˩˘˥˦˙˥ˢˠʸˈˡ˔˧˜ˢˡ˦˪˘ˡ˧˕˔˖˞˧ˢ˧˛˘˜˥˛ˢˠ˘
countries due to travel restrictions, and very
few have returned. Also, new immigration rules
following Brexit make it harder for new drivers
˙˥ˢˠ˧˛˘ʸˈ˧ˢ˖ˢˠ˘˔ˡ˗˪ˢ˥˞˛˘˥˘ʡ
The pandemic has also created a huge backlog
˜ˡʻʺˉ˗˥˜˩˘˥˧˘˦˧˦ʟ˦ˢ˜˧Ϡ˦˕˘˘ˡ˩˘˥ˬ˗˜˙Ѓ˖˨˟˧˧ˢ˚˘˧
enough new drivers up and running.

ʷ˥˜˩˘˥˦ˤ˨˘˨˘˜ˡ˚˙ˢ˥
ˣ˘˧˥ˢ˟˘˔˥˟˜˘˥˧˛˜˦˪˘˘˞

THOUSANDS
OF KIDS OFF
SCHOOL

ʺ˘˧˧ˬ

ˇ˛˘˥˘˔˥˘˔˕ˢ˨˧ʫʟʦʫʣˣ˘˧˥ˢ˟˦˧˔˧˜ˢˡ˦˜ˡ˧˛˘ˈʾʡ
Earlier this week, the Petrol Retailers Association
said that around two-thirds of its 5,500
independent outlets are out of fuel.

ʺ˘˧˧ˬ

YOUˠ˜˚˛˧˛˔˩˘˦˘˘ˡ˦ˢˠ˘˘ˠˣ˧ˬ˦˛˘˟˩˘˦˜ˡ˦˨ˣ˘˥ˠ˔˥˞˘˧˦˟˔˧˘˟ˬʟˢ˥ˣ˘˥˛˔ˣ˦ˬˢ˨Ϡ˩˘˪˔˟˞˘˗˧ˢ˦˖˛ˢˢ˟˜ˡ˦˧˘˔˗ˢ˙˚ˢ˜ˡ˚˜ˡ˔˖˔˥˧˛˜˦˪˘˘˞ʡ

GOVERNMENTЃ˚˨˥˘˦˦˛ˢ˪ˠˢ˥˘˧˛˔ˡʤʥʥʟʣʣʣ
˖˛˜˟˗˥˘ˡ˜ˡʸˡ˚˟˔ˡ˗˪˘˥˘ˢ˙˙˦˖˛ˢˢ˟˙ˢ˥ʶ˂ˉʼʷʠ
˥˘˟˔˧˘˗˥˘˔˦ˢˡ˦˟˔˦˧˪˘˘˞ʡ
The record numbers led to headteachers calling
on the Government to be on “high alert” to prevent
school outbreaks.
Geoff Barton, from the Association of School and
ʶˢ˟˟˘˚˘ʿ˘˔˗˘˥˦ʛʴˆʶʿʜʟ˦˔˜˗˧˛˘Ѓ˚˨˥˘˦ˠ˔˗˘
it clear that “educational disruption remains
˦˜˚ˡ˜Ѓ˖˔ˡ˧ϣʡ

ˀʸʺʴˁˆ˪˔ˡˡ˛˔˦˕˘˖ˢˠ˘˧˛˘Ѓ˥˦˧˙˘ˠ˔˟˘
ˣ˥˘˦˜˗˘ˡ˧ˢ˙ˇ˛˘ˀ˔˚˜˖ʶ˜˥˖˟˘ʡ
The 28-year-old magician is also the youngest
leader of the famous club.
The Magic Circle is a special organisation for
ˠ˔˚˜˖˜˔ˡ˦ʡʼ˧˪˔˦˙ˢ˨ˡ˗˘˗˔˟˟˧˛˘˪˔ˬ˕˔˖˞˜ˡʤʬʣʨ
and has just one big rule – you can’t reveal the
secret to your tricks!
Megan’s magic focuses on the environment. She
likes to use her tricks to show people how they
can help to tackle issues such as climate change,
ocean pollution and waste.
Women have only been allowed into The Magic
Circle in the last 30 years, which makes Megan’s
new role even more important. She told First News:
Ϣʼ˔ˠ˗˘˟˜˚˛˧˘˗˔ˡ˗˙˘˘˟˥˘˔˟˟ˬ˛ˢˡˢ˨˥˘˗˧ˢ˕˘˧˛˘
Ѓ˥˦˧˪ˢˠ˔ˡˣ˥˘˦˜˗˘ˡ˧ʡʼ˛ˢˣ˘˜˧˪˜˟˟˘ˡ˖ˢ˨˥˔˚˘
other women and young girls, as well as boys, to
take up magic.”

While 91.9% of students attended school on 16
ˆ˘ˣ˧˘ˠ˕˘˥ʟ˧˛˘ʷ˘ˣ˔˥˧ˠ˘ˡ˧˙ˢ˥ʸ˗˨˖˔˧˜ˢˡЃ˚˨˥˘˦
show that 59,300 pupils were absent due to
˖ˢˡЃ˥ˠ˘˗ʶ˂ˉʼʷʟʧʧʟʩʣʣ˛˔˗˔˦˨˦ˣ˘˖˧˘˗˖˔˦˘˔ˡ˗
a further 15,900 were isolating for other reasons.
ˇ˛˘˂˙Ѓ˖˘˙ˢ˥ˁ˔˧˜ˢˡ˔˟ˆ˧˔˧˜˦˧˜˖˦˥˘ˣˢ˥˧˘˗˧˛˔˧
infection rates in England’s school-age children has
˜ˡ˖˥˘˔˦˘˗˦˛˔˥ˣ˟ˬ˥˘˖˘ˡ˧˟ˬʡˊ˛˜˟˘ʶ˂ˉʼʷʠʤʬ˜˦˩˘˥ˬ

ʴʤʦʠˬ˘˔˥ʠˢ˟˗˚˘˧˦˩˔˖˖˜ˡ˔˧˘˗˔˧˦˖˛ˢˢ˟
rarely dangerous for children, infection still means
time off school and risks spreading the virus further.
Some schools have brought back restrictions from
last year, such as asking pupils to wear masks
indoors and maintain social distancing, to try to cut
infection rates among staff and pupils.
˂˩˘˥˔˟˟˖˔˦˘ˡ˨ˠ˕˘˥˦˜ˡ˧˛˘ˈʾ˥˘ˠ˔˜ˡ˛˜˚˛ʡ

BRING BACK NATURE

ʴʻˈʺʸ˔˥˘˔ˢ˙˧˛˘ˆ˖ˢ˧˧˜˦˛ʻ˜˚˛˟˔ˡ˗˦˜˦˦˘˧˧ˢ˕˘˥˘˪˜˟˗˘˗˔˦ˣ˔˥˧
ˢ˙˔ʦʣʠˬ˘˔˥ˣ˥ˢ˝˘˖˧˧ˢ˕˥˜ˡ˚˕˔˖˞ˡ˔˧˨˥˘ʡ
An area of 500,000 acres will be rewilded – that’s about the same size
˔˦˧˛˘˕˜˚˚˘˦˧˖˜˧˜˘˦˜ˡʸˡ˚˟˔ˡ˗ʟˆ˖ˢ˧˟˔ˡ˗ʟˊ˔˟˘˦˔ˡ˗ˁˢ˥˧˛˘˥ˡʼ˥˘˟˔ˡ˗
combined!
Rewilding means restoring land to its natural ‘wild’ state and, as a result,
helping native plants and wildlife to grow.
An organisation called Rewilding Europe has helped fund the initiative with
˔˵ʥʨʣʟʣʣʣ˚˥˔ˡ˧ʡʼ˧˜˦˧˛˘˜˥Ѓ˥˦˧ˈʾˣ˥ˢ˝˘˖˧˔ˡ˗ˢˡ˘ˢ˙ˡ˜ˡ˘˔˖˥ˢ˦˦ʸ˨˥ˢˣ˘ʟ
˜ˡ˖˟˨˗˜ˡ˚˔˥˘˔˦˜ˡˆ˪˘˗˘ˡʟʶ˥ˢ˔˧˜˔ʟ˃ˢ˥˧˨˚˔˟˔ˡ˗ʼ˧˔˟ˬʡ
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DORSET, UK

Marine Conservation Society

Getty

FirstNews

LISBON,
PORTUGAL
POSTERS are placed on a statue during a rally in support of Afghan women
and girls. Since the Taliban took charge of the country, they have yet to open
secondary schools to girls. They reopened only to boys earlier this month,
leaving around a million secondary schoolgirls out of education.

THE Duchess of Cambridge laughs with US Open champion Emma
Raducanu as she returns to the LTA’s National Tennis Centre for a special
event to celebrate the British ace’s recent success.

TURIN,
ITALY

CHESHIRE, UK
A super cute Colombian spider monkey baby has been born at Chester
Zoo. The mini monkey was spotted by zookeepers while being cradled in
the arms of new mum, Kiara. Spider monkeys are vulnerable to extinction
in the wild as more than a quarter of their population has been lost from
˛˨ˡ˧˜ˡ˚ʟ˜˟˟˘˚˔˟˧˥˔˙Ѓ˖˞˜ˡ˚˔ˡ˗˛˔˕˜˧˔˧˗˘˦˧˥˨˖˧˜ˢˡϝˠ˔˞˜ˡ˚˧˛˜˦ˡ˘˪˔˥˥˜˩˔˟
even more special.

PROTESTERS display signs during the Climate Strike March. Sixteen cities
across Europe took part in climate change protests demanding climate
justice. FridaysForFuture is a global climate strike movement by school
students that was started in August 2018 by Swedish pupil Greta Thunberg.
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Chester Zoo

LONDON,
UK

Getty

THE Marine Conservation Society’s Great British Beach Clean received an
extra boost from Fireman Sam and the children of Bearwood Primary School,
who collected litter for the charity’s citizen science project. Eco-artist Sarah
Turner designed a giant seahorse made from recycled materials, illustrating
the damaging effect litter and pollution has on marine life and the ocean.
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EDITOR’S
COMMENT

CHILDREN’S
EATING
HABITS
REVEALED!

GOOD
WEEK
OLDEST
IDENTICAL
TWINS

More than 20% of children are already vegan or would like to be, 13% are
vegetarian and a further 21% would like to be vegetarian.

The survey found that not only were young people keen to eat more
plant-based foods, but they also want to cut down on plastic. A total of
44% of children said they would like there to be no plastic packaging on
food in ten years’ time. Only 37% think this will happen though.
A quarter (25%) of children said they would like to see food delivered
by drones in ten years’ time, and 7% said they would like there to be an
insect-based diet.
Young people also want to cook and bake more at home, as well as
experiment with new dishes.

BIDEN PROMISES
MORE VACCINES
AMERICAN President Joe Biden has promised to
send an extra 500 million COVID-19 vaccines
around the world.

ˇ˛˘ˣ˥˘˦˜˗˘ˡ˧˦˔˜˗ʭϢʹˢ˥˘˩˘˥ˬˢˡ˘˦˛ˢ˧˪˘Ϡ˩˘
administered to date in America, we have now
committed to do three shots to the rest of the world.”
He has now urged other wealthy countries to join him
and increase their donations.
The World Health Organization says 11 billion doses are needed to vaccinate at
least 70% of the global population.
ˀ˘˔ˡ˪˛˜˟˘ʟ˧˛˘˛˘˔˗ˢ˙ʴ˙˥˜˖˔Ϡ˦˛˘˔˟˧˛˔˚˘ˡ˖ˬ˛˔˦˪˔˥ˡ˘˗˧˛˔˧˧˛˘ˈʾϠ˦
˥˨˟˘˦˖ˢ˨˟˗˕˘ˠ˔˞˜ˡ˚˚˟ˢ˕˔˟˩˔˖˖˜ˡ˔˧˜ˢˡ˘˙˙ˢ˥˧˦ˠˢ˥˘˗˜˙Ѓ˖˨˟˧ʡˇ˛˘ˈʾ˜˦ˡˢ˧
˔˖˖˘ˣ˧˜ˡ˚ʶ˂ˉʼʷʠʤʬ˩˔˖˖˜ˡ˘˖˘˥˧˜Ѓ˖˔˧˘˦˙˥ˢˠʴ˙˥˜˖˔ʡʷ˥ʽˢ˛ˡˁ˞˘ˡ˚˔˦ˢˡ˚˜˦
worried that this policy “creates confusion” and could put some Africans off
from getting the vaccine, if it isn’t going to be recognised internationally.

A DINO FIRST!
A NEW species of dinosaur is like nothing
ever seen before, claim experts.

Getty

The news means that America will now be
supplying more than a billion vaccines to other
nations in need.

PLANS to release an “Instagram
experience” for under-13s have
been paused by the app’s
owners, Facebook. Currently,
Instagram requires users to be
at least 13 years old. The head
of Instagram has said he wants
to listen more to parents and
experts before releasing the new
Instagram Kids app.

Guinness World Records

TWO Japanese sisters are
ˢ˙Ѓ˖˜˔˟˟ˬ˧˛˘˪ˢ˥˟˗Ϡ˦ˢ˟˗˘˦˧˟˜˩˜ˡ˚
identical twins! The 107-yearold ladies, named Umeno
Sumiyama and Koume Kodama,
were awarded a Guinness World
Record on Respect for the Aged
Day – a national holiday in Japan.

The BBC Good Food Nation survey asked 1,000 children aged 5-16 about
their attitudes to food, cooking and eating both now and in the future.

INSTAGRAM
FOR KIDS

Getty

CHILDREN are eating less meat and using less plastic, shows a
new survey by BBC Good Food.

BAD
WEEK

The new ankylosaur is thought to be the oldest
˘˩˘˥˗˜˦˖ˢ˩˘˥˘˗ʟ˔ˡ˗˧˛˘Ѓ˥˦˧˙˥ˢˠˀˢ˥ˢ˖˖ˢʡ

WOW!

Its fossil, from around 167-163 million years ago,
shows big spikes attached to its rib bones – a
unique feature that scientists haven’t seen in any
other living or extinct vertebrate species.
Ankylosaurs are a group of dinosaurs known
for having bony armour (spikes) covering their
backs, but this one is a little different. Dr Susannah
ˀ˔˜˗ˠ˘ˡ˧ʟ˔˗˜ˡˢ˦˔˨˥˥˘˦˘˔˥˖˛˘˥˔˧˧˛˘ˁ˔˧˨˥˔˟
ʻ˜˦˧ˢ˥ˬˀ˨˦˘˨ˠ˜ˡʿˢˡ˗ˢˡʟ˦˔˜˗ʭϢʻ˔˩˜ˡ˚˔˥ˠˢ˨˥
fused to a rib is just totally bizarre.”
The new dinosaur has been named Spicomellus
afer and comes from the same site where the
oldest known stegosaur was discovered.

The spiked
fossil

Trustees of the NHM London

iStock

I DRIVE an electric car so haven’t been
affected by the rush to buy petrol this week,
sparked by a lack of tanker drivers. But, it
is worrying to see how panic can spread so easily. If everyone
had bought petrol as they normally would, then there would not
have been people unable to get fuel. It gets very serious when
emergency vehicles like ambulances end up running low on
fuel. Hopefully, the situation is calming down (p3).

6. HEADLINES

Getty
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AIR
POLLUTION
UPDATE
THE World Health Organization (WHO) has cut dramatically its recommended
limits for air pollution.

ˇ˛˘Ѓ˥˦˧˨ˣ˗˔˧˘˜ˡʤʩˬ˘˔˥˦˛˔˦˦˘˘ˡ˛˨˚˘˥˘˗˨˖˧˜ˢˡ˦˜ˡ˧˛˘˥˘˖ˢˠˠ˘ˡ˗˘˗˟˘˩˘˟˦ˢ˙˧˜ˡˬ
particle pollution (PM2.5), caused by burning fossil fuels, and nitrogen dioxide (NO2),
mainly caused by diesel engines. The new guidelines suggest reducing the limit for
PM2.5 pollution by half and lowering NO2 pollution by 75%.
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YOUNG FAN
SURPRISED BY
FOOTBALL HERO
A BOY who has raised more than £18,000 for charity, after
receiving online hate, was surprised by his favourite
footballer during a live television interview.
After posting a video of himself saving a goal during a local
football tournament, 13-year-old Rhys Porter, who has cerebral
palsy and epilepsy, began receiving hateful comments, telling
him to stop playing the sport.
Rhys responded by starting his own charity campaign,
encouraging friends, family and those across the UK to do 20
minutes of exercise each day, and join him in raising funds for
disability charity Scope. He also started saving 20 goals a day
with his local disability team.
During a BBC Breakfast interview, Fulham fan Rhys was asked
about his favourite team’s defender, Tim Ream, who then
surprised him mid-interview and shared how impressed he was
with Rhys’ charity work.
Then, Fulham FC invited him to watch their game against Bristol
City, where the team celebrated with Rhys when they scored.
Well done, Rhys!

WHO said that exposure to air pollution is estimated to cause seven million early deaths
each year. Last year, a UK coroner investigating the death of nine-year-old Ella KissiDebrah made history when he said air pollution played a part in her death. Ella, who had
severe asthma, lived in London and had been exposed to air pollution that was higher
than WHO’s previous recommended limits.
Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, WHO Director-General, said: “Air pollution is a threat to
health in all countries, but it hits people in low and middle-income countries the hardest.
ʼ˨˥˚˘˔˟˟˖ˢ˨ˡ˧˥˜˘˦˔ˡ˗˔˟˟˧˛ˢ˦˘Ѓ˚˛˧˜ˡ˚˧ˢˣ˥ˢ˧˘˖˧ˢ˨˥˘ˡ˩˜˥ˢˡˠ˘ˡ˧˧ˢˣ˨˧ˎˢ˨˥ˡ˘˪
guidelines] to use to reduce suffering and save lives.”

EARLY ARRIVALS TO
AMERICA
UNCOVERED

Along with all the fun with Fulham
FC, Rhys was invited to play with
three of the England Cerebral Palsy
Men’s team at Wembley Stadium

FOOTPRINTS discovered in the US state of
New Mexico have raised questions about the
Ѓ˥˦˧˛˨ˠ˔ˡ˦˜ˡʴˠ˘˥˜˖˔ʡ
The footprints belonged to teenagers and children
who lived between 23,000 and 21,000 years ago –
at least 7,000 years earlier than previously thought.

DIARY DATES

The footprints were discovered in soft mud on
the edges of a shallow lake in White Sands
National Park.

Thousands of runners will take
to the streets for this year’s race
across the capital. The event sees
competitors pass sights such as
Big Ben and Buckingham Palace.
There’s a virtual marathon, too!

Getty

Professor Andrea Manica of the University of
Cambridge reckons the footprints could mean that
there was a group living on the continent before the
Clovis people. He says this is an important discovery
“for the population history of the Americas.”

Bournemouth University

For a long time, the majority of researchers believed
that a group of hunters known as the Clovis people
˪˘˥˘˧˛˘Ѓ˥˦˧˧ˢ˦˘˧˧˟˘˜ˡ˧˛˘˖ˢ˨ˡ˧˥ˬʟ˔˥˥˜˩˜ˡ˚˙˥ˢˠ˔
land bridge that connected Siberia to Alaska during
the last ice age.

LONDON MARATHON
3 OCTOBER

WORLD TEACHERS’
DAY
5 OCTOBER
Now’s your chance to celebrate
teachers everywhere! Maybe you
have an amazing sports teacher,
or a supportive music teacher? Say
thanks for all their help today.

BLACK HISTORY
MONTH
OCTOBER
A month-long celebration of black
heritage and culture. This year’s
theme is “Proud to Be” and people
are encouraged to share what
they’re proud of. A host of events
will take place across the country.

7. HEADLINES
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A NATIONWIDE study has found that Key Stage 2 (KS2) primary school tests, taken by
10- and 11-year-olds, don’t seem to affect children’s happiness and wellbeing.
Around 2,500 children born between 2000 and
2002 took part in the study by University College
London. The study examined the difference in
the wellbeing and happiness levels of children in
England, who have to take Key Stage 2 tests, and
those in Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland,
who don’t have to take the tests.
It was found that there wasn’t much difference in
how children were feeling, no matter where they
lived, and whether they took the KS2 tests or not.

The study also showed that pupils in England who
sat the tests reported no big changes in how they
felt about themselves, their school or their family
life, in the weeks before and after the tests.
This wasn’t the only recent survey to uncover
how you’re feeling. The Big Ask, led by
Dame Rachel de Souza, the new Children’s
Commissioner for England, found that the vast
majority of kids are happy.

BILLIONAIRES are blasting off into space, and
soon will be sending rich tourists up into
orbit too! We asked if you think that tourist
Є˜˚˛˧˦˜ˡ˧ˢ˦ˣ˔˖˘˦˛ˢ˨˟˗˚ˢ˔˛˘˔˗˔ˡ˗ʟ
while around 45% of you said yes, 55% of you
said no. Here are some of your comments…

It would be amazing if anyone could go to space,
(I’d love to myself, but am slightly afraid the
rocket would explode!) – it has a horrible impact
on the environment though, so no.
weirdcat
I think they should. I mean, it’s pretty cool to have
an experience like that, but maybe once climate
change is sorted out a bit. Maybe once the world
Ѓˡ˗˦˜˧˦˙˘˘˧ʟ˜˙ˬˢ˨˚˘˧˪˛˔˧ʼˠ˘˔ˡʡ
Ѓ˦˛ˬ˒˭˞

Turn to page 11 for more.

LLAMAS COULD
HELP FIGHT COVID
A NEW type of treatment for COVID-19, created from
˧˛˘˜ˠˠ˨ˡ˘˦ˬ˦˧˘ˠˢ˙˔˟˟˔ˠ˔ˡ˔ˠ˘˗ʹ˜Ѓʟ˛˔˦˕˘˘ˡ
described as “fantastically exciting” by scientists.
Llamas, alpacas, camels and sharks have “nanobodies”.
Just like a human’s antibodies, these parts of the immune
system bind to viruses and bacteria that invade their
bodies, before sending a signal to the rest of the body’s
immune system to come and remove the disease.
Nanobodies are special because they cling much more
tightly to viruses and bacteria than antibodies do –
stopping a disease from being infectious and making us
˦˜˖˞ʟ˪˛˜˟˘˛˘˟ˣ˜ˡ˚ˢ˨˥˜ˠˠ˨ˡ˘˦ˬ˦˧˘ˠЃ˚˛˧˜˧ˢ˙˙ʡ
Researchers at the Rosalind Franklin Institute in Oxfordshire
˩˔˖˖˜ˡ˔˧˘˗ʹ˜Ѓ˧˛˘˟˟˔ˠ˔˪˜˧˛˔˧˜ˡˬʟˡˢˡʠ˜ˡ˙˘˖˧˜ˢ˨˦ˣ˜˘˖˘ˢ˙
ʶ˂ˉʼʷʠʤʬʟ˔ˡ˗˧˛˘ˡ˖˔˥˘˙˨˟˟ˬˣ˜˖˞˘˗ˢ˨˧˧˛˘ˠˢ˦˧ˣˢ˪˘˥˙˨˟
nanobodies that she produced in response.
Then they grew lots of these powerful nanobodies, and used
them to create a treatment, in the form of a nasal spray,
which is currently being tested on lab animals.
Public Health England has said that, so far, it has been one
of the most effective treatments they’ve tested.
More data on safety and how well it works is needed before
it is tested on humans, but it could be used alongside
˩˔˖˖˜ˡ˘˦˔˦ˣ˔˥˧ˢ˙˧˛˘Ѓ˚˛˧˔˚˔˜ˡ˦˧ʶ˂ˉʼʷʠʤʬ˜ˡ˧˛˘˙˨˧˨˥˘ʡ

No, because there could be issues with the rocket
and, if it breaks while it’s in space, the tourist
could possibly die.
123emperor
ʼ˗ˢˡϠ˧˧˛˜ˡ˞˧ˢ˨˥˜˦˧Є˜˚˛˧˦˦˛ˢ˨˟˗˚ˢ˔˛˘˔˗
because it is not needed and it will just cause
more trouble than we already have, especially
climate change. There isn’t much use in space
tourism and it doesn’t help with any problems
we have.
hami
I feel like it’s a big step for mankind and should
go ahead.
mrbabyyoda
Honestly, I don’t think so. It costs a LOT of
money to send a rocket into space and being
stuck in a metal tub doesn’t sound like a good
holiday to me. So you’re wasting thousands
ˢ˙ˣˢ˨ˡ˗˦ʟˠ˔ˬ˕˘ˠ˜˟˟˜ˢˡ˦ʟ˝˨˦˧˧ˢЄˬˢ˙˙˜ˡ˔
metal tube for a holiday. It’s inconsiderate and
irresponsible and I think we should only go
into space for professional exploration and for
˦˖˜˘ˡ˧˜Ѓ˖˥˘˔˦ˢˡ˦ʡ
superpug27
Join in the conversation and vote at Ѓ˥˦˧ʡˡ˘˪˦ʢˣˢ˟˟˦

8. HOME NEWS
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High street voucher
scheme launches

Famous writing
competition open!

Getty

A new high street voucher scheme has
been launched, to encourage more
people to go shopping. Anyone over
the age of 18 can apply for a special
£100 card, which they can use in
shops before the end of November. It’s
hoped the scheme, which is costing
£145 million, will help businesses that
are struggling due to the pandemic. The
‘Spend Local’ cards can’t be used online
or for gambling.

The Young Walter Scott Prize 2021, a historical
writing prize for 11 to 19-year-olds, is now open
for entries. The prize challenges young people
˧ˢ˪˥˜˧˘˔ˣ˜˘˖˘ˢ˙˦˛ˢ˥˧Ѓ˖˧˜ˢˡ˦˘˧˜ˡ˔˧˜ˠ˘
before they were born. You can write anything
˙˥ˢˠ˦˛ˢ˥˧˦˧ˢ˥˜˘˦˧ˢˣˢ˘˧˥ˬʟ˗˥˔ˠ˔ˢ˥Ѓ˖˧˜ˢˡ˔˟
letters. Two winners will receive a £500 travel
grant and tickets to the Baillie Gifford Borders
Book Festival in Melrose, Scotland, in June 2022.
They’ll also see their work published in a special
anthology. Find out more at www.ywsp.co.uk.

ENGLAND

iStock

Chester Zoo

UK

Previous winners

Communities
pledge to help
orangutans

Pools to close?

Up to 2,000 swimming pools could
close by 2030, according to a new
report by Swim England. It says that
the Government needs to invest
around £1 billion to help make pools
safer and more accessible to the
public. Lots of the pools across
England were built a long time ago
and need urgent repairs. Chief
executive of Swim England, Jane
Nickerson, says it’s important that
the pools remain open in order to
teach more young people to swim.
The Government says it has given
£100 million to help leisure centres
following the pandemic.

Apple festival turns 30

The UK’s longest-running apple festival is
celebrating its 30th anniversary this weekend
(2-3 October). RHS Rosemoor’s famous
Apple Festival will mark the occasion with
an apple mosaic made entirely of fruit! It will
also feature over 50 varieties of rare, local
˛˘˥˜˧˔˚˘˔ˣˣ˟˘˦ʡˇ˛˜˦ˬ˘˔˥˪˜˟˟˦˘˘˧˛˘Ѓ˥˦˧
crop on many of the trees in Rosemoor’s
orchard, after 45 were planted back in 2017.
The project was part of an RHS campaign to
help save the nation’s orchards.

UK
Fluoride added to
drinking water

Fluoride will be added to drinking water
across the UK to help tackle tooth decay.
Fluoride is a natural mineral found in low
levels in water and is known to protect teeth.
ʵ˥˜˧˔˜ˡϠ˦˖˛˜˘˙ˠ˘˗˜˖˔˟ˢ˙Ѓ˖˘˥˦ˡˢ˪˪˔ˡ˧˧ˢ
see more of it added to the water supply,
saying it could reduce cavities (decayed
areas of your teeth) by 17% among the richest
children and 28% among the poorest. Some
local authorities already add it to their water.

iStock

DEVON

RHS/Guy Harrop

Four new areas across the UK have
pledged to become ‘sustainable
palm oil communities’ in a bid to
save orangutans and their homes.
Dorset, Plymouth, Saltash in Cornwall
and Mochdre in North Wales have
all agreed to join the Chester Zooled initiative. It requires restaurants,
schools, workplaces and attractions
to use and support sustainable palm
oil. The unsustainable production of
the ingredient, which is often used
for food and household products, is
wiping out huge areas of rainforest.

9. I DON’T GET IT
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˦˛ˢ˪FYI and the
he
˧ˢˠ˔˞˘˔˦˘˥˜˘˦ˢ˙˩˜˗˘ˢ˦˙ˢ˥ˬˢ˨
˧ˢ
to watch at home or at school, called I Don’t Get Itʡˇ˛˘ˣ˟˔ˡ˜˦˧ˢ˘˫ˣ˟˔˜ˡ˦˧˨˙˙˧˛˔˧˖˔ˡ˕˘˖ˢˠˣ˟˜˖˔˧˘˗ˢ˥˗˜˙Ѓ˖˨˟˧˧ˢ˨ˡ˗˘˥˦˧˔ˡ˗ʡ
This week FYIˣ˥˘˦˘ˡ˧˘˥ʵ˥˔ˬ˗ˢˡ˚˜˩˘˦˨˦˔˙˘˪˧˜ˣ˦ˢˡ˛ˢ˪˧ˢ˦˧˔ˬ˦˔˙˘ˢˡ˟˜ˡ˘ʟ˔ˡ˗˦ˣ˘˔˞˦˧ˢ˔ˡˢˡ˟˜ˡ˘˦˔˙˘˧ˬ˘˫ˣ˘˥˧ʡ

KEEPING OTHERS
SAFE ONLINE!
THE internet is an amazing resource, but it can also be dangerous! In this week’s
ʼʷˢˡϠ˧ʺ˘˧ʼ˧˩˜˗˘ˢʟˬˢ˨Ϡ˟˟Ѓˡ˗˟ˢ˧˦ˢ˙˪˔ˬ˦˧ˢˠ˔˞˘˦˨˥˘ˬˢ˨Ϡ˥˘˞˘˘ˣ˜ˡ˚ˬˢ˨˥˦˘˟˙
˦˔˙˘˪˛˜˟˘ˢˡ˟˜ˡ˘ϝ˕˨˧˛ˢ˪˖˔ˡˬˢ˨ˠ˔˞˘˦˨˥˘ˢ˧˛˘˥˦˔˥˘˦˔˙˘ˢˡ˟˜ˡ˘˧ˢˢʲ

Don’t engage with nasty comments

ʼ˧˖˔ˡ˕˘˗˜˙Ѓ˖˨˟˧˪˛˘ˡˬˢ˨˦˘˘˦ˢˠ˘ˢˡ˘˕˘˜ˡ˚˕˨˟˟˜˘˗˔ˡ˗˟˘˙˧ˠ˘˔ˡ˖ˢˠˠ˘ˡ˧˦ˢˡ˟˜ˡ˘ʟ˔ˡ˗
ˬˢ˨ˠ˜˚˛˧˪˔ˡ˧˧ˢ˦˧˘ˣ˜ˡʡʻˢ˪˘˩˘˥ʟ˪˛˘ˡ˘˩˘˥ˬˢ˨˥˘ˣ˟ˬʟ˟˜˞˘ˢ˥˦˛˔˥˘˔ˣˢ˦˧ʟˬˢ˨ˠ˔˞˘˧˛˔˧
ˣˢ˦˧ˠˢ˥˘ˣˢˣ˨˟˔˥ʡˇ˛˜˦˖ˢ˨˟˗ˠ˘˔ˡ˧˛˔˧ˠˢ˥˘ˣ˘ˢˣ˟˘˦˘˘˜˧ʡʶˢˠˠ˘ˡ˧˜ˡ˚˖˔ˡ˔˟˦ˢ˘ˡ˖ˢ˨˥˔˚˘
˕˨˟˟˜˘˦˧ˢ˥˘ˣ˟ˬˢ˥˦˔ˬˡ˔˦˧ˬ˧˛˜ˡ˚˦˧ˢˬˢ˨˗˜˥˘˖˧˟ˬʡʼˡ˦˧˘˔˗ʟˬˢ˨˖˔ˡ˦˖˥˘˘ˡ˦˛ˢ˧˧˛˘˖ˢˠˠ˘ˡ˧˦
˔ˡ˗˦˛ˢ˪˧˛˘ˠ˧ˢ˔˧˥˨˦˧˘˗˔˗˨˟˧ʡ

Send a message of support

ʵ˘˦˨˥˘˧ˢ˧˘˟˟
˦ˢˠ˘ˢˡ˘˜˙ˬˢ˨˦˘˘
anything online that
you’re unsure about

ʽˢ˜ˡ˜ˡ˧˛˘˗˜˦˖˨˦˦˜ˢˡ˔ˡ˗˦˘˧˨ˣ
an FYI News Club in your school!
Ask your teacher to go to
Ѓ˥˦˧ʡˡ˘˪˦ʢʹˌʼˡ˘˪˦˖˟˨˕ ˧ˢЃˡ˗ˢ˨˧
more about the FYI News Clubs.

iStock

ʼ˙˦ˢˠ˘ˢˡ˘ˬˢ˨˞ˡˢ˪˜˦˕˘˜ˡ˚˕˨˟˟˜˘˗ʟ˧˛˘ˡˢˡ˘ˢ˙˧˛˘˕˘˦˧˪˔ˬ˦ˬˢ˨˖˔ˡ˛˘˟ˣˢ˨˧˜˦˕ˬ˟˘˧˧˜ˡ˚
˧˛˘ˠ˞ˡˢ˪˧˛˔˧ˬˢ˨Ϡ˥˘˧˛˘˥˘˙ˢ˥˧˛˘ˠʡˌˢ˨˖ˢ˨˟˗˦˘ˡ˗˔ˣ˥˜˩˔˧˘ˠ˘˦˦˔˚˘ʟˢ˥˧˔˟˞˧ˢ˧˛˘ˠ˜ˡ
ˣ˘˥˦ˢˡʡʼ˧˖˔ˡ˔˟˦ˢ˛˘˟ˣ˧ˢ˗ˢ˧˛˜ˡ˚˦ˬˢ˨˕ˢ˧˛˘ˡ˝ˢˬ˧ˢ˚˘˧˛˘˥ʟ˟˜˞˘˪˔˧˖˛˜ˡ˚˔Ѓ˟ˠˢ˥ˣ˟˔ˬ˜ˡ˚˔
˛˘˟ˣ˧˔˞˘˧˛˘˜˥ˠ˜ˡ˗ˢ˙˙
˚˔ˠ˘ʟ˧ˢ˛˘˟ˣ˧˔˞˘˧˛˘˜˥ˠ˜ˡ˗ˢ˙˙˧˛˘˕˨˟˟ˬ˜ˡ˚ʡ

FYIˣ˥˘˦˘ˡ˧˘˥ʵ˥˔ˬ˗ˢˡ

iStock

Report posts and people

ʼ˙ˬˢ˨˦˘˘˦ˢˠ˘˧˛˜ˡ˚ˬˢ˨˗ˢˡϠ˧˟˜˞˘ʟˢ˥˦ˢˠ˘˧˛˜ˡ˚˧˛˔˧ˠ˜˚˛˧˛˨˥˧˦ˢˠ˘ˢˡ˘Ϡ˦˙˘˘˟˜ˡ˚˦ʟ˥˘ˣˢ˥˧˧˛˘
ˣˢ˦˧ʡʼ˧Ϡ˦˔˟˦ˢ˜ˠˣˢ˥˧˔ˡ˧˧ˢ˕˟ˢ˖˞ˣ˘ˢˣ˟˘˪˛ˢ˔˥˘ˡ˘˚˔˧˜˩˘ˢˡ˟˜ˡ˘ʡʼ˙ˬˢ˨˥˙˥˜˘ˡ˗˜˦˕˘˜ˡ˚˕˨˟˟˜˘˗
ˢ˥˥˘˖˘˜˩˜ˡ˚ˢˡ˟˜ˡ˘˛˔˧˘ʟ˦˛ˢ˪˧˛˘ˠ˛ˢ˪˧ˢ˕˟ˢ˖˞˔ˡ˗˥˘ˣˢ˥˧ˣ˘ˢˣ˟˘ˢ˥˖ˢˡ˧˘ˡ˧ʡ

Think before you post

ˊ˛˘ˡˬˢ˨Ϡ˥˘ˣˢ˦˧˜ˡ˚˦ˢˠ˘˧˛˜ˡ˚ˢˡ˟˜ˡ˘ʟ˧˛˜ˡ˞˔˕ˢ˨˧˪˛ˢˠ˜˚˛˧˦˘˘˜˧ʡˊˢ˨˟˗ˬˢ˨˕˘˛˔ˣˣˬ˙ˢ˥
ˬˢ˨˥ˣ˔˥˘ˡ˧˦ʟ˖˔˥˘˥˦ˢ˥˧˘˔˖˛˘˥˦˧ˢ˦˘˘˜˧ʲʶˢ˨˟˗˪˛˔˧ˬˢ˨Ϡ˩˘˪˥˜˧˧˘ˡ˕˘˖ˢˡ˦˜˗˘˥˘˗˥˨˗˘ˢ˥
˨ˣ˦˘˧˧˜ˡ˚˧ˢ˦ˢˠ˘ˢˡ˘˧˛˔˧˥˘˔˗˦˜˧ʲʼ˙ˬˢ˨Ϡ˥˘ˡˢ˧˦˨˥˘ʟ˧˛˘ˡˠ˔ˬ˕˘ˬˢ˨˦˛ˢ˨˟˗ˡϠ˧˕˘ˣˢ˦˧˜ˡ˚ˢ˥
˖ˢˠˠ˘ˡ˧˜ˡ˚ʡ

Keep your posts positive

˃ˢ˦˧˜ˡ˚ˡ˘˚˔˧˜˩˘˧˛˜ˡ˚˦˕˔˖˞˧ˢˣ˘ˢˣ˟˘˪˛ˢ˔˥˘˕˨˟˟ˬ˜ˡ˚ˢ˧˛˘˥˦ˢˡ˟˜ˡ˘˖˔ˡ˦ˢˠ˘˧˜ˠ˘˦
ˠ˔˞˘˧˛˜ˡ˚˦˪ˢ˥˦˘ʡʻ˘˟ˣˬˢ˨˥ˢˡ˟˜ˡ˘˦ˣ˔˖˘˧ˢ˕˘˔ˣˢ˦˜˧˜˩˘ˣ˟˔˖˘ʔʵˬ˖˥˘˔˧˜ˡ˚˖ˢˡ˧˘ˡ˧˔ˡ˗
˖ˢˠˠ˘ˡ˧˜ˡ˚ˣˢ˦˜˧˜˩˘ˠ˘˦˦˔˚˘˦ʟˬˢ˨˘ˡ˖ˢ˨˥˔˚˘ˢ˧˛˘˥˦˧ˢ˗ˢ˧˛˘˦˔ˠ˘ʡ

Messages you write online can
have very real consequences

ʼ˙ˬˢ˨Ϡ˥˘˪ˢ˥˥˜˘˗˔˕ˢ˨˧˔ˡˬˢ˙˧˛˘˜˦˦˨˘˦˥˔˜˦˘˗˜ˡˢ˨˥
ʼʷˢˡϠ˧ʺ˘˧ʼ˧˩˜˗˘ˢ˦ʟ˧˔˟˞˧ˢ˔˧˥˨˦˧˘˗˔˗˨˟˧ˢ˥˦ˣ˘˔˞
to someone at Childline by going to childline.org.uk
or calling 0800 11 11

ʾ˜˗˦ϝˬˢ˨˖˔ˡ˪˔˧˖˛ʵ˥˔ˬ˗ˢˡϠ˦Ѓ˟ˠ˔˕ˢ˨˧˦˧˔ˬ˜ˡ˚˦˔˙˘ˢˡ˟˜ˡ˘˔˧Ѓ˥˦˧ʡˡ˘˪˦ʢʼʷʺʼ
ˇ˘˔˖˛˘˥˦ʢˣ˔˥˘ˡ˧˦ϝˬˢ˨˖˔ˡ˪˔˧˖˛˧˛˘Ѓ˟ˠ˔˟ˢˡ˚˦˜˗˘ˢ˨˥˧˜˘ʠ˜ˡ˔˪˔˥˗ʠ˪˜ˡˡ˜ˡ˚˘˗˨˖˔˧˜ˢˡ˔˟˥˘˦ˢ˨˥˖˘˦˔˧Ѓ˥˦˧ʡˡ˘˪˦ʢʸ˗˨˖˔˧˜ˢˡˇˉ

10. WORLD NEWS
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GERMANY

SWITZERLAND

One charger for all

USA

The Social Democratic Party (SPD) has received the
most votes in Germany’s general election, closely
followed by the Christian Democrats (CDU), the
party of Angela Merkel. She will stay on as caretaker
Chancellor (leader) until a new government
is formed. None of the parties standing in last
week’s election received enough votes to form a
government by themselves. That means that the
parties will now spend weeks, or even months,
negotiating a coalition government (a government
of several parties). SPD leader Olaf Scholz (below)
has said that, as his party has a clear lead, they will
begin talks to form a government with the Greens
and the Free Democratic Party.

Support for same-sex marriage
A nationwide referendum has seen 64% of Swiss
voters support the legalisation of same-sex
marriage. Switzerland has allowed same-sex
couples to register partnerships since 2007, but
they haven’t had the same rights as straight
married couples. The referendum means same-sex
couples will now be allowed to marry and adopt
unrelated children. Switzerland is the 30th country
in the world to legalise same-sex marriage.

Getty

Getty

A new government for Germany

A new rule proposed by the European Commission
(EC) would mean that all phones sold in the
European Union would be forced to use a USB-C
charger. Research by the EC found that unused and
binned charging cables create more than 11,000
tonnes of waste per year in Europe. The law will now
be debated by European parliament members and
member states. This process can take a number of
years. Apple, whose iPhone devices use a different
type of charger called a Lightning cable, said that
the EC’s proposal would “hurt innovation”. If passed
by the European Union, the rule wouldn’t apply to
the UK, so phones could continue to use different
chargers here.
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SPAIN

RUSSIA

Plastic ban for fruits and veg
Spain’s Ministry for Ecological Transition has
announced a ban on the sale of fruit and
vegetables in plastic wrapping, which will come into
effect in 2023. The ministry will also aim to make
100% of packaging recyclable by 2030, as well as cut
the sale of plastic bottles by half. Spain generates
1.6 million tonnes of waste from plastic packaging
every year, but recycles less than half.

Getty

River otter rampage
Dogs, children and adults in Anchorage, Alaska,
have been attacked by an aggressive group of river
otters. Confused authorities explained that river
otters do not usually attack humans, but that they
will attempt to locate and remove the angry otters
from the area, as they are a threat to public safety.
Authorities said that they will also test the otters for
rabies, which could explain their aggression, but that
there had been no reports of rabid otters recently.

Getty

iStock

˅˘˖ˢ˥˗˅˨˦˦˜˔ˡ˪˜˟˗Ѓ˥˘˦

According to environmental charity Greenpeace,
˅˨˦˦˜˔˛˔˦˦˘˘ˡ˔˥˘˖ˢ˥˗˔ˠˢ˨ˡ˧ˢ˙˙ˢ˥˘˦˧Ѓ˥˘
˗˔ˠ˔˚˘˜ˡʥʣʥʤʡˆˢ˙˔˥˧˛˜˦ˬ˘˔˥Ѓ˥˘˦˛˔˩˘˗˘˦˧˥ˢˬ˘˗
18.3 million hectares of Russian forests, the highest
amount since records began in 2001. It has been
ˣ˥˘˗˜˖˧˘˗˧˛˔˧Ѓ˥˘˦˪˜˟˟˔˙˙˘˖˧˔˥˘˔˦˧ˢ˧˔˟˟˜ˡ˚˔˕ˢ˨˧
30 million hectares – roughly the same size as Italy
– by the end of this year. Global climate change is
˦˔˜˗˧ˢ˕˘˧˛˘˖˔˨˦˘ˢ˙˧˛˘˙ˢ˥˘˦˧Ѓ˥˘˦ʡ
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GENERATION
ˇ˛˘ʵ˜˚ʴ˦˞˪˔˦˖˔˥˥˜˘˗ˢ˨˧˕ˬ˧˛˘ˢ˙Ѓ˖˘ˢ˙ʷ˔ˠ˘
˅˔˖˛˘˟˗˘ˆˢ˨˭˔ʟ˧˛˘ˡ˘˪ʶ˛˜˟˗˥˘ˡϠ˦ʶˢˠˠ˜˦˦˜ˢˡ˘˥
for England. Only youngsters in England took part,
˕˨˧˜˧˚ˢ˧˥˘˦ˣˢˡ˦˘˦˙˥ˢˠ˔˟˟ʤʨʤ˟ˢ˖˔˟˔˨˧˛ˢ˥˜˧ˬ˔˥˘˔˦ʟ
˜ˡ˖˟˨˗˜ˡ˚˞˜˗˦˪˛ˢ˔˥˘˖˔˥˘˥˦ʟ˦ˢˠ˘˪˛ˢ˔˥˘˜ˡ˖˔˥˘
˧˛˘ˠ˦˘˟˩˘˦ʟ˔ˡ˗˧˛ˢ˨˦˔ˡ˗˦˪˛ˢ˚ˢ˧ˢ˦ˣ˘˖˜˔˟˦˖˛ˢˢ˟˦ʡ

WHAT DID KIDS SAY?

KEY RESULTS

Here are some of the standout stats
from The Big Answer, for kids aged 9-17:

iStock

THE BIG WHAT?

iStock

THE results are in from The Big Ask, a survey of children.
It had a huge number of responses, with an impressive
557,077 kids aged 4-17 taking part, and it is said to be the
biggest survey response of its kind anywhere in the world.
The good news is that most kids are happy, even after a
year of uncertainty.

71% are happy with their life overall.
20% are unhappy with their mental

health.

ˇ˛˘˥˘˦˨˟˧˦ˢ˙˧˛˘˦˨˥˩˘ˬʟ˖˔˟˟˘˗ˇ˛˘ʵ˜˚ʴˡ˦˪˘˥ʟ˪˘˥˘
˥˘˟˘˔˦˘˗˟˔˦˧˪˘˘˞ʡ˂ˡ˘ˢ˙˧˛˘ˠ˔˜ˡ˧˛˜ˡ˚˦˜˧˦˛ˢ˪˘˗
is that younger kids are generally happiest. In the 6-8
˔˚˘˚˥ˢ˨ˣʟʬʧʘ˪˘˥˘˛˔ˣˣˬ˪˜˧˛˧˛˘˜˥˟˜˙˘ˢ˩˘˥˔˟˟ʟ˔ˡ˗
ʬʨʘ˪˘˥˘˛˔ˣˣˬ˪˜˧˛˧˛˘˜˥˙˔ˠ˜˟ˬ˟˜˙˘˜ˡˣ˔˥˧˜˖˨˟˔˥ʡ
ʻˢ˪˘˩˘˥ʟ˙ˢ˥˧˛ˢ˦˘˔˚˘˗ʬʠʤʪʟʫʣʘ˪˘˥˘˛˔ˣˣˬ˪˜˧˛
˧˛˘˜˥˙˔ˠ˜˟ˬ˟˜˙˘ʟ˙˔˟˟˜ˡ˚˧ˢʪʤʘ˙ˢ˥˧˛˘˜˥˟˜˙˘ˢ˩˘˥˔˟˟ʡ
˃˘˥˛˔ˣ˦˨ˡ˦˨˥ˣ˥˜˦˜ˡ˚˟ˬʟˠ˘ˡ˧˔˟˛˘˔˟˧˛˜˦˧˛˘˕˜˚˚˘˦˧
˖˔˨˦˘ˢ˙˪ˢ˥˥ˬ˙ˢ˥˞˜˗˦ʡʼˡ˧˛˘ʬʠʤʪ˕˥˔˖˞˘˧ʟʨʪʘ˪˘˥˘
˛˔ˣˣˬ˪˜˧˛˧˛˘˜˥ˠ˘ˡ˧˔˟˛˘˔˟˧˛ʟ˕˨˧ʥʣʘ˪˘˥˘˨ˡ˛˔ˣˣˬ
ʛ˧˛˘˥˘˦˧˪˘˥˘ˡ˘˨˧˥˔˟ʜʡʼ˧˪˔˦ˠˢ˥˘ˢ˙˔˪ˢ˥˥ˬ˙ˢ˥ˢ˟˗˘˥
kids, and girls were nearly twice as likely as boys to be
˨ˡ˛˔ˣˣˬ˪˜˧˛˧˛˘˜˥ˠ˘ˡ˧˔˟˛˘˔˟˧˛ʡ

89% are happy that their family
can buy the things they need. 3% said
they’re unhappy about it.

SO, WHAT’S NEXT?

ʷ˔ˠ˘˅˔˖˛˘˟Ϡ˦˥˘ˣˢ˥˧˦˔ˬ˦˧˛˔˧˞˜˗˦˚˔˩˘ˢˡ˘
ˢ˩˘˥˔˥˖˛˜ˡ˚ˠ˘˦˦˔˚˘ʛˢˡ˘˧˛˔˧˧˔˞˘˦˜ˡ˘˩˘˥ˬ˧˛˜ˡ˚ʜʭ
Ϣ˧˛˘ˬ˪˔ˡ˧˔˕˘˧˧˘˥˪ˢ˥˟˗ϣʡʵ˨˧˞˜˗˦˔˟˦ˢ˦˔˜˗˧˛˔˧˧˛˘ˬ
˙˘˟˧˟˜˞˘˧˛˘ˬ˗ˢˡϠ˧˛˔˩˘ˠ˨˖˛˦˔ˬ˜ˡ˪˛˔˧˚ˢ˘˦ˢˡʟ
˕˘˖˔˨˦˘˧˛˘ˬ˖˔ˡϠ˧˩ˢ˧˘ʡʷ˔ˠ˘˅˔˖˛˘˟˔˦˞˦˧˛˔˧˦˜ˡ˖˘
ϣ˪˘˛˔˩˘˦˨˖˛˔ˣˢ˟˜˧˜˖˔˟˟ˬʠ˘ˡ˚˔˚˘˗˚˘ˡ˘˥˔˧˜ˢˡˢ˙
˖˛˜˟˗˥˘ˡʟ˪˛ˢ˛˔˩˘˗˘˦˖˥˜˕˘˗˦˨˖˛˔˖˟˘˔˥˩˜˦˜ˢˡ˙ˢ˥
˔˕˘˧˧˘˥ʟ˚˥˘˘ˡ˘˥˪ˢ˥˟˗ʟϣˠ˔ˬ˕˘˔˗˨˟˧˦˦˛ˢ˨˟˗˪ˢ˥˞
˛˔˥˗˘˥˧ˢˠ˔˞˘˦˨˥˘˖˛˜˟˗˥˘ˡϠ˦˩˜˘˪˦˔˥˘˛˘˔˥˗ʡ

56% are happy with life at school,
compared to 16% who are unhappy.

56.7% didn’t pick a single aspect of
their life that they were unhappy with.
52% think it’s likely that they’ll have
a better life than their parents. 9%
think it’s unlikely.

ˇ˛˘ʶˢˠˠ˜˦˦˜ˢˡ˘˥˪˜˟˟ˡˢ˪ˣ˨˧˛˘˥˥˘˖ˢˠˠ˘ˡ˗˔˧˜ˢˡ˦
˧ˢ˧˛˘ʺˢ˩˘˥ˡˠ˘ˡ˧ʟ˧ˢ˧˥ˬ˧ˢ˜ˠˣ˥ˢ˩˘˧˛˘˟˜˩˘˦ˢ˙
all kids. Her report ends with a poetic call to help
˔˟˟˖˛˜˟˗˥˘ˡ˥˘˔˟˜˦˘˧˛˘˜˥˔ˠ˕˜˧˜ˢˡ˦ʭϢˇ˔˞˘˧˛˘˦˘
ˣ˥ˢˣ˛˘˖˜˘˦˔ˡ˗˗˥˘˔ˠ˦ʟ˧˛˘˦˘˔˥˥ˢ˪˦ˢ˙˗˘˦˜˥˘ʟ˦˘ˡ˧
ˢ˨˧ˢ˙˦˜˚˛˧ʟ˔ˡ˗˦ˢˠ˘˪˛˘˥˘ʟˠ˔˞˘˧˛˘ˠ˥˘˔˟ʡϣ

iStock

And some for kids aged 6-8:

74% said that friends are the most
important thing for their future. Only
42% said it was money to buy the
things they need.

“I want to be a teacher, a martial
a
art student, a detective, to travel
the world, be a historian, a tennis
player and so much more”
p
– girl, 16, North Somerset

KEEPING BUSY

ʴ˙˧˘˥ˠ˘ˡ˧˔˟˛˘˔˟˧˛ʟ˧˛˘˦˘˖ˢˡ˗˕˜˚˚˘˦˧˪ˢ˥˥ˬ˙ˢ˥˞˜˗˦
˜˦˦˜ˠˣ˟ˬˡˢ˧˛˔˩˜ˡ˚˘ˡˢ˨˚˛˧ˢ˗ˢʡ˂ˡ˟ˬʨʥʘˢ˙˞˜˗˦˔˥˘
˛˔ˣˣˬ˪˜˧˛˧˛˘˥˔ˡ˚˘ˢ˙˔˖˧˜˩˜˧˜˘˦ˡ˘˔˥˪˛˘˥˘˧˛˘ˬ˟˜˩˘ʟ
˔ˡ˗ʤʬʘ˔˥˘˨ˡ˛˔ˣˣˬ˪˜˧˛˧˛˘˖˛ˢ˜˖˘ϝ˕˨˧˧˛˜˦˩˔˥˜˘˦
˕˘˧˪˘˘ˡʤʨʘ˙ˢ˥˞˜˗˦˜ˡ˧˛˘˪˘˔˟˧˛˜˘˦˧ˡ˘˜˚˛˕ˢ˨˥˛ˢˢ˗˦
˔ˡ˗ʥʥʘ˙ˢ˥˞˜˗˦˜ˡ˗˘ˣ˥˜˩˘˗˔˥˘˔˦ʡ

iStock

ˆˢˠ˘˔˗˨˟˧˦˧˛˜ˡ˞˧˛˔˧ˬˢ˨ˡ˚˘˥˚˘ˡ˘˥˔˧˜ˢˡ˦˔˥˘ˡϠ˧
˩˘˥ˬ˧ˢ˨˚˛ˡˢ˪˔˗˔ˬ˦ʟ˦ˢϟ˦ˡˢ˪Є˔˞˘Ϡ˛˔˦˕˘˖ˢˠ˘˔
˖ˢˠˠˢˡ˜ˡ˦˨˟˧˙ˢ˥ˬˢ˨ˡ˚ˣ˘ˢˣ˟˘˪˛ˢ˖˔ˡϠ˧˛˔ˡ˗˟˘
ˣ˥˘˦˦˨˥˘ʡʵ˨˧ʷ˔ˠ˘˅˔˖˛˘˟˦˔ˬ˦˧˛˔˧ˢˡ˘˧˛˜ˡ˚˔˗˨˟˧˦
˦˛ˢ˨˟˗˟˘˔˥ˡ˙˥ˢˠ˧˛˜˦˥˘ˣˢ˥˧˜˦˧˛˔˧ˬˢ˨˥˚˘ˡ˘˥˔˧˜ˢˡϢ˜˦
ˡˢ˧˔ϟ˦ˡˢ˪Є˔˞˘˚˘ˡ˘˥˔˧˜ˢˡʡϠʼ˧˜˦˔˛˘˥ˢ˜˖˚˘ˡ˘˥˔˧˜ˢˡʡ
ʴ˚˘ˡ˘˥˔˧˜ˢˡˢ˙˖˛˜˟˗˥˘ˡ˪˛ˢ˔˥˘˩˘˧˘˥˔ˡ˦ˢ˙˔˚˟ˢ˕˔˟
˖˥˜˦˜˦ʡˇ˛˘ˬ˛˔˩˘˦˘˘ˡ˛ˢ˪˖ˢ˟ˢ˦˦˔˟˟ˬ˙˥˜˚˛˧˘ˡ˜ˡ˚
˟˜˙˘˖˔ˡ˕˘ʟ˙˔˥˧ˢˢˬˢ˨ˡ˚ʟ˔ˡ˗˛˔˩˘ˠ˔˗˘˔˟ˢ˧ˢ˙
˦˔˖˥˜Ѓ˖˘˦ʡʵ˨˧˧˛˘ˬ˛˔˩˘˘ˡ˗˨˥˘˗ʟ˔ˡ˗˔˥˘˘ˠ˘˥˚˜ˡ˚
˦˧˥ˢˡ˚˘˥ϣʡˆ˛˘˔˗˗˦˧˛˔˧˞˜˗˦˔˥˘Ϣ˙ˢ˥˧˛˘ˠˢ˦˧ˣ˔˥˧ʟ
˛˔ˣˣˬʟˢˣ˧˜ˠ˜˦˧˜˖˔ˡ˗˗˘˧˘˥ˠ˜ˡ˘˗ʡϣ

iStock

ARE KIDS ‘SNOWFLAKES’?

If you want to read the report,
there’s a version written for kids
at tinyurl.com/thebiganswers
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ENJOY STEM-INSPIRED HALF-TERM
FUN AT LONDON TRANSPORT MUSEUM,
UM,
A
COVENT GARDEN PIAZZA
HEAD to London Transport Museum this October
half-term to see how transport technology has
changed over the last 200 years.

23-31
OCTOBER
2021

Discover what life was like for Londoners in the early
days of steam power through to the engineering
marvels helping us make greener journeys today to
help protect our climate.
You can get curious about how London’s new ‘green’
buses work and meet real-world engineers. Step into
their shoes as you learn about the solutions making
London a greener place to live.

KIDS
GO
FREE!
Just like us, many animals also call the capital home.
As you explore, draw the wildlife you spot ‘living’ among
the vintage trains, buses and trams in the Museum, from
foxes to herons and hedgehogs.
Add your creations to a new art installation celebrating
the city, its environment and inhabitants.
Kids get in free to London Transport Museum and adult
tickets also include unlimited entry for a whole year too.
London Transport Museum’s half-term activities are part
of its Climate Crossroads programme and supported by
Mott MacDonald and Cubic Transportation Systems.

To book your tickets, visit ltmuseum.co.uk
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GOING
WILD

Forestry England

13. ANIMAL NEWS

ONE hundred and forty rare sand lizards have been released
back into the wild in Dorset, thanks to an ambitious UK-wide
breeding programme.
The project, organised by Amphibian and Reptile Conservation
(ARC), aims to bring this native species back from the brink
of extinction. Marwell Zoo and Forestry England’s New Forest
Reptile Centre were two of the leading organisations who helped
successfully incubate the eggs and hatch the young lizards.
Forestry England

Sand lizards are the UK’s rarest lizard and have seen their numbers
fall dramatically in recent years due to habitat loss. The species
were once widespread across the country but can now only be
found in small, isolated pockets across southern England and
Merseyside. Last year 200 sand lizards were released in the same
area and have provided a boost to the natural heathland habitat
that the lizards live in.

iStock

Ian Turner

BEE STING
SAVING
MYSTERY
SQUIRRELS

LONGLEAT Safari Park in Wiltshire is celebrating the arrival of four red
squirrel kits.
ˇ˛˘ˬˢ˨ˡ˚˞˜˧˦ʛ˕˔˕ˬ˦ˤ˨˜˥˥˘˟˦ʜ˔˥˘˧˛˘Ѓ˥˦˧˧ˢ˕˘˕ˢ˥ˡ˔˧˧˛˘˦˔˙˔˥˜ˣ˔˥˞ʟ˔ˡ˗
staff are thrilled by their safe arrival. Keeper Chris Burr said: “Our role is to
establish a healthy breeding population and, once fully grown, these kits will
become part of future breeding programmes or perhaps even wild release
themselves. Obviously our ultimate goal would be to have a population living
on the Longleat estate and the aim is for us to have the native red squirrels
back on site within the next ten years.”
Red squirrels are one of the most at-risk species in the UK and their numbers
have fallen drastically since the introduction of the grey squirrel in the late 19th
Century. Sadly their numbers have fallen so low that they are almost extinct
in England, with only small populations in the Isle of Wight, Brownsea Island,
Formby, the Lake District and parts of Northumberland.

WILDLIFE experts are trying to understand how an entire colony of rare
penguins were killed by bee stings.
The African penguins were found dead on a small beach outside Cape Town,
South Africa with no visible injuries or marks. A post-mortem examination
was carried out to try and understand how the endangered penguins died.
Investigations found that all of the birds had bee stings around their eyes.
Dead bees were also found on the beach. The bees are believed to be Cape
honeybees that live in the area, which is a part of a national park.
A clinical veterinarian commented: “This is a very rare occurrence. We do not
˘˫ˣ˘˖˧˜˧˧ˢ˛˔ˣˣ˘ˡˢ˙˧˘ˡʟ˜˧Ϡ˦˔Є˨˞˘ʡϣ
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LITTLE Amal, the 3.5 metre-tall puppet who is
making the long journey from the Syrian border
to the UK, has arrived in Marseilles, France.
Little Amal depicts a Syrian refugee girl. Her 8,000km
trek across Europe aims to focus attention on the
urgent needs of young refugees.
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GOSH Charity

A RACE
FOR ANYONE,
ANYWHERE!

THIS October, people across the UK will be signing up to RBC
Race for the Kids to help raise vital funds for the Great Ormond
Street Hospital (GOSH) kids’ charity. You can get involved too!

WHAT IS RBC
RACE FOR THE KIDS?

GOSH Charity

RBC Race for the Kids is Great Ormond Street
Hospital Children’s Charity’s (GOSH Charity) annual
fun run. It is going ahead virtually for the second
year running, which means that anyone, anywhere,
can get involved!
Taking place on 16 and 17 October 2021, the virtual
event will invite people of all ages and abilities
to take to their local park or pavement by foot,
wheelchair or scooter to complete their own race.
GOSH Charity

For the 12th year, GOSH Charity will be partnering
with Royal Bank of Canada for RBC Race for the Kids,
a global series of family fun runs that started in New
York in 2009.
With participants able to take part from their own
doorsteps once more, this year’s race is more
accessible than ever! People from all over the world,
whatever their ability, can be part of the action.

WHERE DOES THE MONEY
RAISED GO?

All the money raised from RBC Race for the Kids
will help seriously ill children across the UK and
beyond get the best care. Funding will go towards
research into new treatments, cutting-edge medical
equipment, support services like the Play team for
children and their families, as well as rebuilding and
refurbishment of the hospital.

Elliott was treated
at Great Ormond
Street Hospital

MEET ELLIOTT

GET INVOLVED

Elliott, seven, will be taking part in RBC Race for the
Kids this October. Elliott spent a lot of his early life in
hospital after being diagnosed with a heart disease
called dilated cardiomyopathy at just 12 days old.

You can sign up for free at
rbcraceforthekids.com/event/gosh.

WHAT IS GREAT ORMOND
STREET HOSPITAL?

Based in London, Great Ormond Street Hospital
(GOSH) is one of the world’s leading children’s
hospitals. It formed in 1852 and since then the
hospital has been dedicated to children’s
˛˘˔˟˧˛˖˔˥˘˔ˡ˗˧ˢЃˡ˗˜ˡ˚ˡ˘˪˔ˡ˗˕˘˧˧˘˥˪˔ˬ˦
to treat childhood illnesses.

GOSH Charity

Getty

Please make sure you ask your
parent or guardian’s permission
before signing up!

After suffering heart failure, Elliott had to be
transferred to GOSH to be hooked up to a
mechanical heart, known as a Berlin Heart, to
keep him alive while he waited for a transplant.
He ended up being on the Berlin Heart, which was
affectionately renamed as Tommy, for more than
400 days before he was able to receive a new heart.
Elliott is now doing really well and has just started
Year 3 at school – he is also big brother to his little
sister, Annabelle. He and his family will be taking
part in this year’s virtual RBC Race for the Kids to
say thank you to the hospital that saved his life.
Elliott said: “I am really excited to be doing RBC Race
for the Kids this year and I like that we can do it from
wherever we want. I really like sports, especially
football, and I support Reading FC so I don’t think
this run should be too hard!”
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LARA Jackson is a wildlife photographer and conservationist who has
used her passion for protecting wildlife to write a children’s book. We
talked to Lara about learning to protect our planet from a young age,
and what we can all do to help.

ˊ˛˔˧˜ˡ˦ˣ˜˥˘˗ˬˢ˨˧ˢ˪˥˜˧˘ˬˢ˨˥Ѓ˥˦˧
children’s book?
I strongly believe that the decisions the next
generation make will determine the future
of our planet and, because of this, I think we
need to introduce and teach conservation
topics at a younger age. To get people to care
about nature, we need to help people create a
connection to wildlife and the planet. Rhinos are
a species very close to my heart and they’re in
trouble. I often think that issues like poaching
can be such a scary topic to explain. I want
children to understand the impact that humans
are having on the planet. I hope to inspire the
next generation to care about rhinos and other
wildlife so that they use their voices to speak
up and protect those who don’t have a voice
themselves.

the eyes of an orphaned black
rhino, I hope that more people
will feel a connection with this
gorgeous animal and feel
inspired to protect them in any
way possible.

When did you get started
in wildlife conservation?
I’ve always loved animals and
knew that I wanted to work with
them when I was older. I heard
about zoology, which is basically a biology
degree, but instead of having to cover human
anatomy, physiology or plants, you can choose
modules that are all related to wildlife and
conservation. Through that, my journey in Africa
with black rhinos began and I’ve never looked
back. I always knew that human activities were
having a negative impact on the planet, but I
don’t think you can fully appreciate the scale
of the issues until you study them in depth and
see them with your own eyes. My experiences
have made me even more determined to raise
awareness for our planet and its inhabitants.

What is it like seeing a rhino in the wild?

The main character in the story is a
baby rhino, why did you choose a rhino?
I specialise in the feeding preferences of black
rhinos, and this means I’ve been fortunate
enough to spend a lot of time in Africa with
them. When you’ve spent so much time with
an animal, it’s hard not to fall completely and
utterly in love with them. When I was in Africa,
there was an incident on a nearby reserve
where three rhinos were killed by poachers in
one night. I remember feeling so devastated
and helpless. Unfortunately, rhinos are still being
targeted by poachers and since working with
them, I feel it’s become my mission to raise
˔˪˔˥˘ˡ˘˦˦˔ˡ˗Ѓ˚˛˧˙ˢ˥˧˛˘˜˥˦˨˥˩˜˩˔˟ʡˇ˛˥ˢ˨˚˛

The difference between seeing them through
a screen and in real life is indescribable. You
realise that wildlife documentaries haven’t done
these animals justice at all. In real life, they
are awe-inspiring, powerful, intimidating and
beautiful. Rhinos are such prehistoric-looking
˔ˡ˜ˠ˔˟˦˔ˡ˗˧˛˘ˬϠ˥˘˔˕˦ˢ˟˨˧˘˟ˬ˛˨˚˘ʡʼ˦˧˜˟˟Ѓˡ˗
˜˧˗˜˙Ѓ˖˨˟˧˧ˢ˖ˢˠˣ˥˘˛˘ˡ˗˛ˢ˪˕˜˚˧˛˘ˬ˔˥˘˨ˡ˧˜˟
I’m standing next to one. Sadly, wild spaces are
disappearing and soon there won’t be many
places where you can watch a wild animal
behaving in a totally natural way. It makes the
encounters you have even more special and
something that you hold on to in your heart
forever.

What other species would you love to
encounter in the wild?
I’m desperate to see orangutans, polar bears
and orcas. I’ve been obsessed with these three

animals since I was a little girl. Orangutans are
highly intelligent and gentle animals, and I’m
worried that with the rate of deforestation of
their habitat, they won’t be around for too much
longer. Polar bears are also on my list because
they are such powerful, wondrous animals that
almost feel like a fairy tale creature because
they live in such a remote part of the world.
ʿ˔˦˧˟ˬʟˢ˥˖˔˦˔˥˘˔˧˧˛˘˧ˢˣˢ˙ˠˬ˟˜˦˧ʡʼЃˡ˗
orcas fascinating! They’re highly intellectual
and intelligent creatures that communicate in
different dialects depending on where they live. I
honestly could talk about orcas all day!

What advice would you give to our
readers who want to work with wildlife and
in conservation?
First and foremost, get involved and get out
and about in nature. Take a slow walk in a park
near your house or in your back garden and
count what you see! How many different bird
species are there? How many insects? How
many different plants or trees are there? What
about squirrels, foxes or hedgehogs? If you want
to take it a step further, The Wildlife Trust and
many other charities offer nature-themed days
out that include skills like tracking badgers and
foxes, or helping them to count reptiles in the
local area. There’s a
huge community of
nature lovers trying to
help the wildlife in their
local patch, maybe
you could become
one of them?

Where Did All The Rhinos Go? is out now. If you want to stay up to date with Lara’s work,
you can take a look at her website: www.larawildlife.co.uk
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AI HELPS

SCIENTISTS FIGHT

BRAIN CANCER
ˇ˛˘ʴʼ˦˨˚˚˘˦˧˘˗˧˛˔˧˔˗˥˨˚˖˔˟˟˘˗
˘˩˘˥ˢ˟˜ˠ˨˦˖ˢ˨˟˗˛˘˟ˣ˔ˡˢ˧˛˘˥˗˥˨˚ʟ
called vandetanib, to be more effective
˜ˡ˧˥˘˔˧˜ˡ˚˖˛˜˟˗˥˘ˡ˪˜˧˛˔˖˘˥˧˔˜ˡ˧ˬˣ˘
of brain cancer. The cancer, known as
˗˜˙˙˨˦˘˜ˡ˧˥˜ˡ˦˜˖ˣˢˡ˧˜ˡ˘˚˟˜ˢˠ˔ʛˢ˥ʷʼ˃ʺ
˗
˗
˙ˢ˥˦˛ˢ˥˧ʜʟ˜˦ˡˢ˧˖˨˥˔˕˟˘˔ˡ˗˜˦˩˘˥ˬ˛˔˥˗
˥
˥˘
˧ˢ˧˥˘˔˧ʡˇ˛˔ˡ˞˙˨˟˟ˬʟʷʼ˃ʺ˜˦˘˫˧˥˘ˠ˘˟ˬ˥˔˥˘
but it still affects 20 to 30 children a yearr
in the UK.
ʴʼ˖˔ˡ˕˘˔˖ˢˡ˙˨˦˜ˡ˚˧˛˜ˡ˚˧ˢ
ed
understand but, in this instance, it worked
A
like this: a company called Benevolent AI
s
created an AI machine to help scientists
˘
Ѓˡ˗ˢ˨˧˧˛˜ˡ˚˦˔˕ˢ˨˧˗˥˨˚˦ʡˇ˛˘ʴʼ˜˦˟˜˞˘
˔˕˜˚˖ˢˠˣ˨˧˘˥˕˥˔˜ˡ˧˛˔˧˦˧ˢ˥˘˦˔˛˨˚˘
amount of data – it can even learn new
˧˛˜ˡ˚˦˕ˬ˦˖˔ˡˡ˜ˡ˚˦˖˜˘ˡ˧˜Ѓ˖˔˥˧˜˖˟˘˦˔ˡ˗
˧˔˞˜ˡ˚˜ˡ˙ˢ˥ˠ˔˧˜ˢˡ˙˥ˢˠ˧˛˘ˠʡ
ˆ˖˜˘ˡ˧˜˦˧˦˙˥ˢˠˇ˛˘ʼˡ˦˧˜˧˨˧˘ˢ˙ʶ˔ˡ˖˘˥˅˘˦˘˔˥˖˛ʟʿˢˡ˗ˢˡʛʼʶ˅ʜ˨˦˘˗˧˛˘ʴʼ˧ˢ˘˫ˣ˟ˢ˥˘˧˛˘˩˔˦˧
˔ˠˢ˨ˡ˧ˢ˙˞ˡˢ˪˟˘˗˚˘˜˧˛˔˦˖ˢ˟˟˘˖˧˘˗˔ˡ˗ʟ˙˥ˢˠ˧˛˘˥˘ʟ˧˛˘ʴʼ˦˨˚˚˘˦˧˘˗˜˗˘˔˦ʡ˂ˡ˘ˢ˙˧˛ˢ˦˘
˜˗˘˔˦˪˔˦˧˛˔˧˨˦˜ˡ˚˘˩˘˥ˢ˟˜ˠ˨˦˔ˡ˗˩˔ˡ˗˘˧˔ˡ˜˕˧ˢ˚˘˧˛˘˥˪ˢ˨˟˗ˣ˥ˢ˗˨˖˘˕˘˧˧˘˥˥˘˦˨˟˧˦ʡ
ˇ˛˜˦˜˦˕˘˖˔˨˦˘˘˩˘˥ˢ˟˜ˠ˨˦˛˘˟ˣ˦˩˔ˡ˗˘˧˔ˡ˜˕˚˘˧ˣ˔˦˧˦ˢˠ˘˧˛˜ˡ˚˖˔˟˟˘˗˧˛˘˕˟ˢˢ˗˕˥˔˜ˡ
˕˔˥˥˜˘˥ʡˇ˛˘˕˟ˢˢ˗˕˥˔˜ˡ˕˔˥˥˜˘˥ˣ˥ˢ˧˘˖˧˦˔˚˔˜ˡ˦˧˧ˢ˫˜ˡ˦˧˛˔˧˖ˢ˨˟˗˖˔˨˦˘˕˥˔˜ˡ˜ˡ˙˘˖˧˜ˢˡ˦˔ˡ˗
˜˧ˣ˨˦˛˘˦ˢ˨˧˔˟ˢ˧ˢ˙˧˛˘˩˔ˡ˗˘˧˔ˡ˜˕ʟ˧˥˘˔˧˜ˡ˚˜˧˟˜˞˘˔˧ˢ˫˜ˡ˪˛˘ˡ˜˧Ϡ˦˔˖˧˨˔˟˟ˬ˗˘˦˜˚ˡ˘˗˧ˢ˛˘˟ˣʡ
ˇ˛˘˗˥˨˚˖ˢˠ˕˜ˡ˔˧˜ˢˡ˛˔˦ˣ˥ˢ˩˘˗˘˙˙˘˖˧˜˩˘ˢˡˠ˜˖˘˪˜˧˛ʷʼ˃ʺʟ˜ˡ˖˥˘˔˦˜ˡ˚˧˛˘˔ˠˢ˨ˡ˧ˢ˙
˩˔ˡ˗˘˧˔ˡ˜˕˜ˡ˧˛˘˜˥˕˥˔˜ˡ˦˕ˬʨʩʘ˔ˡ˗˘˫˧˘ˡ˗˜ˡ˚˧˛˘˜˥˦˨˥˩˜˩˔˟˕ˬʤʧʘʡˇ˛˘˖ˢˠ˕˜ˡ˔˧˜ˢˡ˛˔˦
˔˟˦ˢ˕˘˘ˡ˧˘˦˧˘˗ˢˡ˔˦ˠ˔˟˟ˡ˨ˠ˕˘˥ˢ˙˖˛˜˟˗˥˘ˡ˕˨˧˕˜˚˚˘˥˧˥˜˔˟˦˔˥˘ˡ˘˘˗˘˗ʡ
Chris Jones, a professor at the ICR, said: “We still need a full-scale clinical trial to assess
˪˛˘˧˛˘˥˧˛˘˧˥˘˔˧ˠ˘ˡ˧˖˔ˡ˕˘ˡ˘Ѓ˧˖˛˜˟˗˥˘ˡʟ˕˨˧˪˘Ϡ˩˘ˠˢ˩˘˗˧ˢ˧˛˜˦˦˧˔˚˘ˠ˨˖˛ˠˢ˥˘
quickly than would ever have been possible without the help of AI.”
˃˥ˢ˙ʾ˥˜˦˧˜˔ˡʻ˘˟˜ˡʟ˔˟˦ˢ˙˥ˢˠ˧˛˘ʼʶ˅ʟ˔˗˗˘˗ʭϢʼ˧Ϡ˦˘˫˖˜˧˜ˡ˚˧ˢ˧˛˜ˡ˞˧˛˔˧ˎ˧˛˜˦ː˖ˢ˨˟˗˕˘˖ˢˠ˘ˢˡ˘
ˢ˙˧˛˘Ѓ˥˦˧˘˫˔ˠˣ˟˘˦ˢ˙˔˧˥˘˔˧ˠ˘ˡ˧ˣ˥ˢˣˢ˦˘˗˕ˬʴʼ˚ˢ˜ˡ˚ˢˡ˧ˢ˕˘ˡ˘Ѓ˧ˣ˔˧˜˘ˡ˧˦ʡϣ

A SURVEY of eight and nine-yearolds has revealed what they want
from a dream car in 2030.

Ford

CAR OF THE FUTURE?
That will be the year that the 500 children
surveyed can learn to drive. It is also when
all new cars will have to be at least partly
powered by electricity in the UK.
ʹ˥ˢˠ˧˛˘˥˘˦˨˟˧˦ʟˠˢ˦˧˞˜˗˦˪˔ˡ˧˘˗Єˬ˜ˡ˚
cars and almost a quarter wanted cars to
be able to drive themselves. Comfy seats were a priority for 36%, 27% wanted a
˚ˢˢ˗˦ˢ˨ˡ˗˦ˬ˦˧˘ˠ˔ˡ˗ʦʥʘ˪˔ˡ˧˘˗˘ˡ˩˜˥ˢˡˠ˘ˡ˧˔˟˟ˬ˙˥˜˘ˡ˗˟ˬ˙˘˔˧˨˥˘˦ʡ
ʷ˘˦˜˚ˡ˘˥˦˔˧ʹˢ˥˗˜˟˟˨˦˧˥˔˧˘˗˧˛˘˗˥˘˔ˠ˖˔˥ʛˣ˜˖˧˨˥˘˗ʜ˜ˡ˔˦˧˥˜˞˜ˡ˚˥˘˗˔ˡ˗
black colour scheme. What features would you include in your dream car?

DID DINOS
WAG THEIR

TAILS?

A NEW study suggests that two-legged dinosaurs wagged
their tails.

ˇ˛˘ˬ˪ˢ˨˟˗ˡϠ˧˛˔˩˘˪˔˚˚˘˗˧˛˘ˠ˧ˢ˦˛ˢ˪ˣ˟˘˔˦˨˥˘ˢ˥˘˫˖˜˧˘ˠ˘ˡ˧
˟˜˞˘˔˗ˢ˚ʟ˧˛ˢ˨˚˛ʡˇ˛˘˥˘˦˘˔˥˖˛˦˛ˢ˪˦˧˛˔˧˧˛˘ˠˢ˩˘ˠ˘ˡ˧˪ˢ˨˟˗
˛˔˩˘˕˘˘ˡ˙ˢ˥˕˔˟˔ˡ˖˘ʟ˔˕˜˧˟˜˞˘˛ˢ˪˛˨ˠ˔ˡ˦˦˪˜ˡ˚˧˛˘˜˥˔˥ˠ˦
˪˛˜˟˘˪˔˟˞˜ˡ˚˔ˡ˗˥˨ˡˡ˜ˡ˚ʡ
Over three years, a team of scientists used computer simulations
˧ˢ˘˫ˣ˟ˢ˥˘˛ˢ˪˔˦ˠ˔˟˟˗˜ˡˢ˦˔˨˥˖˔˟˟˘˗Coelophysis would have
ˠˢ˩˘˗ʡˇ˛˘ˬ˧˘˦˧˘˗˟ˢ˧˦ˢ˙˗˜˙˙˘˥˘ˡ˧˦˖˘ˡ˔˥˜ˢ˦ʟ˦˨˖˛˔˦˖˛˔ˡ˚˜ˡ˚
˧˛˘˪˘˜˚˛˧ˢ˙˧˛˘˧˔˜˟ˢ˥˘˩˘ˡ˥˘ˠˢ˩˜ˡ˚˜˧˘ˡ˧˜˥˘˟ˬʡ
Peter Bishop, one of the researchers from Harvard University, said
he was “very surprised” at the results. The tests showed “that
dinosaurs like Tyrannosaurus and Velociraptor˪˔˚˚˘˗˧˛˘˜˥
tails from side to side when they ran, which helped them stay
balanced”.
Dr Jim Thompson, from the Queensland Museum in Australia, said:
Ϣˇ˛˜˦˥˘˦˘˔˥˖˛˚˜˩˘˦˨˦˚˥˘˔˧˘˥˜ˡ˦˜˚˛˧˜ˡ˧ˢ˛ˢ˪˗˜ˡˢ˦˔˨˥˦ˠˢ˩˘˗
˔ˡ˗ˠ˔ˬ˩˘˥ˬ˪˘˟˟˖˛˔ˡ˚˘˧˛˘˪˔ˬ˪˘˦˘˘˗˜ˡˢ˦˔˨˥˦˗˘ˣ˜˖˧˘˗˜ˡ
Ѓ˟ˠ˦˦˨˖˛˔˦Jurassic Park in the future.”

This report is from the Science Museum in London
NEXT autumn, a free gallery will open at the Science
Museum. ‘Technicians: The David Sainsbury Gallery’
invites you to explore the role technicians play in our lives.
ʼˡ˧˛˘˚˔˟˟˘˥ˬʟˬˢ˨˪˜˟˟˕˘˔˕˟˘˧ˢ˗˜˦˖ˢ˩˘˥˪˛˘˥˘˧˘˖˛ˡ˜˖˜˔ˡ˦˪ˢ˥˞ʟ˛˘˔˥˧˛˘˜˥
˘˫˧˥˔ˢ˥˗˜ˡ˔˥ˬ˦˧ˢ˥˜˘˦˔ˡ˗ˠ˘˘˧˥˘˔˟ʠ˟˜˙˘˧˘˖˛ˡ˜˖˜˔ˡ˦˧ˢЃˡ˗ˢ˨˧ˠˢ˥˘˔˕ˢ˨˧
˧˛˘˜˥˜ˡ˧˘˥˘˦˧˜ˡ˚˝ˢ˕˦˔ˡ˗˛ˢ˪˧˛˘ˬ˚ˢ˧
˧˛˘ˠʡʸ˫ˣ˘˥˜˘ˡ˖˘˪˛˔˧˜˧Ϡ˦˟˜˞˘˧ˢ˕˘˔
˧˘˖˛ˡ˜˖˜˔ˡ˧˛˥ˢ˨˚˛˜ˡ˧˘˥˔˖˧˜˩˘˘˫˛˜˕˜˧˦
˧˛˔˧˟˘˧ˬˢ˨ˢˣ˘˥˔˧˘˔ˠ˔ˡ˨˙˔˖˧˨˥˜ˡ˚
robot, create visual effects for a
˕˟ˢ˖˞˕˨˦˧˘˥Ѓ˟ˠʟЃ˫˔˪˜ˡ˗˧˨˥˕˜ˡ˘˔ˡ˗
analyse medicines in a laboratory.
Visit sciencemuseum.org.uk/
technicians˧ˢЃˡ˗ˢ˨˧ˠˢ˥˘ʡ

Science Museum

The research was published in the journal Cancer Discovery.

Coelo
Coelophysis
ma
may have
looked
like this

Getty

Getty

ARTIFICIAL intelligence (AI) has helped scientists identify a combination of drugs
˧˛˔˧˖ˢ˨˟˗˕˘ˡ˘Ѓ˧˖˛˜˟˗˥˘ˡ˪˜˧˛˔˩˘˥ˬ˥˔˥˘˧ˬˣ˘ˢ˙˖˔ˡ˖˘˥ʡ
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IT’S NATIONAL
STATIONERY WEEK!
#GETCREATIVE
TO celebrate National Stationery Week’s
#GetCreative day on 6 October, Maped Helix are
calling all budding artists to #GetCreative and
create their dream pencil case!

WIN!

£50-WORTH OF
MAPED HELIX MUSTHAVE STATIONERY!

One lucky winner will have their design
made into a pencil case and will receive £50
worth of amazing Maped Helix must-have stationery,
craft and colouring goodies!
Five runners-up will receive a Maped
˦˧˔˧˜ˢˡ˘˥ˬЃ˟˟˘˗ˣ˘ˡ˖˜˟˖˔˦˘ʡ

S
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U
L
C
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Maped Creativ Blow Pen Art Set
Maped Magic Felt Pens
Maped Glitter Felt Pens
Maped Animals Colouring Pencils
Maped Bee Pencil Sharpener
Maped Frog Puzzle Eraser
Maped Mini Friends

HOW TO ENTER

Highlighters
Maped Colour Fineliners

To enter, send your dream pencil case design to:
˖ˢˠˣ˘˧˜˧˜ˢˡ˦ʳˠ˔ˣ˘˗˛˘˟˜˫ʡ˖ˢʡ˨˞ with the subject line
‘First News Budding Artist competitionϠʡʼˡ˖˟˨˗˘ˬˢ˨˥
ˡ˔ˠ˘˔ˡ˗˔˚˘ʡˇ˛˘˖˟ˢ˦
ˡ˔ˠ˘˔ˡ˗˔˚˘ʡˇ˛˘˖˟ˢ˦˜ˡ˚˗˔˧˘˜˦ʤʪ˂˖˧ˢ˕˘˥ʥʣʥʤʡ

Visit www.maped-creativ.com to discover Maped Creativ and a world of DIY home craft activities.

Ask your grown-up to follow us on Facebook: @MapedHelix and Instagram: @Maped_Helix for regular creative inspiration.

*Please be aware of age restrictions on social media sites.
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ˇʻʸ˅ʸ˔˥˘˗˘Ѓˡ˜˧˘˟ˬˡˢ˦ˢ˚˚ˬ˕ˢ˧˧ˢˠ˦˛˘˥˘ʟ˔˦˧˛˜˦˔ˠ˔˭˜ˡ˚˖˥˘˔˧˜ˢˡ
˜˦ˠ˔˗˘˘ˡ˧˜˥˘˟ˬ˙˥ˢˠˬ˔˥ˡʔ

ˇ˛˘˗˘˟˜˖˜ˢ˨˦ʠ˟ˢˢ˞˜ˡ˚˧ˢ˪˘˥ʟ˪˛˜˖˛˦˜˧˦˔˧ˢˣ˔˥˘˗ˣˢ˦˧˕ˢ˫˜ˡʻ˘˥˧˙ˢ˥˗˧ˢ˪ˡ
˖˘ˡ˧˥˘ʟ˙˘˔˧˨˥˘˦˝˨˗˚˘˦˃˥˨˘ʿ˘˜˧˛˔ˡ˗˃˔˨˟ʻˢ˟˟ˬ˪ˢˢ˗ʟ˔˦˪˘˟˟˔˦ˣ˥˘˦˘ˡ˧˘˥˦
ˁˢ˘˟ʹ˜˘˟˗˜ˡ˚˔ˡ˗ˀ˔˧˧ʿ˨˖˔˦ʡʼ˧˧ˢˢ˞ʫʪ˦˘˖˥˘˧˞ˡ˜˧˧˘˥˦˧ˢ˖ˢˠˣ˟˘˧˘˔ˡ˗
˛˨ˡ˗˥˘˗˦ˢ˙˛ˢ˨˥˦ˢ˙˪ˢ˥˞ʔʼˡ˧ˢ˧˔˟ʟ˧˛˘˥˘˔˥˘ʥʨʣ˞ˡ˜˧˧˘˗ˣ˥ˢЃ˧˘˥ˢ˟˘˦ʟʦʣ
˖˥ˢ˖˛˘˧˘˗˦˧˥˔˪˕˘˥˥˜˘˦ʟʦʨ˖ˠ˦ˢ˙˖˛ˢ˖ˢ˟˔˧˘˦˔˨˖˘˔ˡ˗ʤʩˢ˧˛˘˥˧˜ˡˬ˖˔˞˘˦ʡ
ʶ˛˘˖˞ˢ˨˧˦ˢˠ˘ˠˢ˥˘˦˧˔˧˦˕˘˟ˢ˪ʡʼ˧˧ˢˢ˞ʭ
ʥʫʣ˛ˢ˨˥˦˧ˢ˖ˢˠˣ˟˘˧˘˧˛˘ˣ˥ˢЃ˧˘˥ˢ˟˘˦˔ˡ˗˦˧˥˔˪˕˘˥˥˜˘˦
ʤʦʣ˛ˢ˨˥˦˧ˢˠ˔˞˘˃˥˨˘ʟ˃˔˨˟ʟˁˢ˘˟˔ˡ˗ˀ˔˧˧
ʥʩ˛ˢ˨˥˦˧ˢˠ˔˞˘˧˛˘ˣˢ˦˧˕ˢ˫˧˔˕˟˘˖˟ˢ˧˛˔ˡ˗˦˞˜˥˧
ˆ˨˥˘˟ˬ˧˛˜˦˜˦˔˦˧˔˥˕˔˞˘˜˙˪˘˘˩˘˥˗˜˗˦˘˘ˢˡ˘ʲʔ

TOO EARLY?!
ʴ˃ˈʵ˜ˡʺ˟ˢ˨˖˘˦˧˘˥˦˛˜˥˘˛˔˦˔˟˥˘˔˗ˬˣ˨˧˔ʶ˛˥˜˦˧ˠ˔˦
˧˥˘˘˨ˣʔ

ˇ˛˘˟˜˧˧˟˘˧˥˘˘˪˜˧˛˟˜˚˛˧˦˔ˡ˗˕˔˨˕˟˘˦˪˔˦˦ˣˢ˧˧˘˗˕ˬ˥˘˦˜˗˘ˡ˧˦˔˧
˧˛˘˅ˢ˦˘ˇ˥˘˘ʹ˔˥ˠˣ˨˕˔ˡ˗˥˘˦˧˔˨˥˔ˡ˧˜ˡ˄˨˘˗˚˘˟˘ˬʟ˜ˡˆ˘ˣ˧˘ˠ˕˘˥ʡ
ʿˢ˧˦ˢ˙ˣ˘ˢˣ˟˘˛˔˩˘˧˔˞˘ˡ˧ˢ˦ˢ˖˜˔˟ˠ˘˗˜˔˜ˡ˕˘ˠ˨˦˘ˠ˘ˡ˧ʡ
ˇ˛˘ˣ˨˕˦˔ˬ˦˜˧Ϡ˦ˡˢ˧˦˧˔˥˧˘˗˖˘˟˘˕˥˔˧˜ˡ˚˝˨˦˧ˬ˘˧˧˛ˢ˨˚˛ʡʼˡ˦˧˘˔˗ʟ
the tree aims to encourage people to book ahead for Christmas
˗˜ˡˡ˘˥ʡʻˠˠʟˢ˥˔˥˘˧˛˘ˬ˝˨˦˧˙˘˦˧˜˩˘˙˔ˡ˦ʲ

Written and illustrated by Paul Palmer

˜ˆ˧ˢ˖˞

WANTED!

ʹʴˇʵ˘˔˥ˊ˘˘˞˛˔˦˞˜˖˞˘˗ˢ˙˙˜ˡʴˠ˘˥˜˖˔ʟ˪˜˧˛˔˛ˢ˦˧ˢ˙˙˨˥˥ˬ˕˥ˢ˪ˡ
˕˘˔˥˦˨ˣ˙ˢ˥˔ˣ˥˜˭˘ʡ
ˇ˛˘˔ˡˡ˨˔˟˖ˢˡ˧˘˦˧˧˔˞˘˦ˣ˟˔˖˘˔˧ʴ˟˔˦˞˔Ϡ˦ʾ˔˧ˠ˔˜ˁ˔˧˜ˢˡ˔˟˃˔˥˞˔ˡ˗˔˪˔˥˗˦
˧˛˘˕˘˔˥˧˛˔˧˛˔˦ˣ˨˧ˢˡ˧˛˘ˠˢ˦˧˪˘˜˚˛˧˙ˢ˥˪˜ˡ˧˘˥ʡˇ˛˘˥˘Ϡ˦˔˟˦ˢ˔˖˛˔ˡ˖˘˙ˢ˥
˟˜˧˧˟˘˕˘˔˥˖˨˕˦˧ˢ˪˜ˡʟ˧ˢˢʔ
ʼ˧Ϡ˦˩˘˥ˬ˜ˠˣˢ˥˧˔ˡ˧˙ˢ˥˕˘˔˥˦˧ˢ˚˔˜ˡ˪˘˜˚˛˧˔˧˧˛˜˦˧˜ˠ˘ˢ˙ˬ˘˔˥ʟ˔˦˧˛˘ˬ˪˜˟˟˦ˢˢˡ
˚ˢ˜ˡ˧ˢ˛˜˕˘˥ˡ˔˧˜ˢˡʡˇ˛˜˦ˠ˘˔ˡ˦˧˛˘˔ˡ˜ˠ˔˟˦˘ˡ˝ˢˬ˔˗˘˘ˣ˦˟˘˘ˣ˜ˡ˧˛˘˜˥˗˘ˡ˦
˔ˡ˗˗ˢˡϠ˧˘˔˧ˢ˥˗˥˜ˡ˞˔ˡˬ˧˛˜ˡ˚˨ˡ˧˜˟˪˔˥ˠ˘˥˪˘˔˧˛˘˥˔˥˥˜˩˘˦ʡˇ˛˘˕˘˔˥˦ˡ˘˘˗˧ˢ
˘˔˧˟ˢ˧˦˕˘˙ˢ˥˘˧˛˘ˬ˛˜˕˘˥ˡ˔˧˘˦ˢ˧˛˘ˬ˖˔ˡ˦˧ˢ˥˘˧˛˘˙˔˧˧ˢ˦˧˔ˬ˔˟˜˩˘ʡ
ʹ˔˧ʵ˘˔˥ˊ˘˘˞˥˨ˡ˦˙˥ˢˠʥʬˆ˘ˣ˧˘ˠ˕˘˥˧ˢʨ˂˖˧ˢ˕˘˥ʟ˪˜˧˛˧˛˘ˣ˨˕˟˜˖˚˘˧˧˜ˡ˚˧ˢ
˩ˢ˧˘˙ˢ˥˪˛˜˖˛˕˘˔˥˧˛˘ˬ˧˛˜ˡ˞˦˛ˢ˨˟˗˧˔˞˘˧˛˘˖˥ˢ˪ˡʡ

FRANKLY
AMAZING!

ʴʹʼ˅ˆˇ˘˗˜˧˜ˢˡ˖ˢˣˬˢ˙Frankenstein
ein
ʤʪˠ
˛˔˦˦ˢ˟˗˙ˢ˥˔˥˘˖ˢ˥˗˕˥˘˔˞˜ˡ˚ʗʤʡʤʪˠ
ʛ˵ʫʨʩʟʣʣʣʜʔ
The super rare edition of the book by
ˢ˥
ˀ˔˥ˬˆ˛˘˟˟˘ˬ˛˔˦˦˘˧˔˪ˢ˥˟˗˥˘˖ˢ˥˗˙ˢ˥
ˢ˥˞
˧˛˘˛˜˚˛˘˦˧ˣ˥˜˖˘ˣ˔˜˗˙ˢ˥˔ˣ˥˜ˡ˧˘˗˪ˢ˥˞
˕ˬ˔˪ˢˠ˔ˡʡ

tist
Frankenstein tells the story of a scientist
˦˦˙˨˟˟ˬ
˖˔˟˟˘˗ˉ˜˖˧ˢ˥ʹ˥˔ˡ˞˘ˡ˦˧˘˜ˡ˪˛ˢ˦˨˖˖˘˦˦˙˨˟˟ˬ
˧˘˥ʡʼ˧˜˦
ˠ˔ˡ˔˚˘˦˧ˢ˖˥˘˔˧˘˔˧˘˥˥˜˙ˬ˜ˡ˚ˠˢˡ˦˧˘˥ʡʼ˧˜˦
˥ˬ˔ˡ˗
˖ˢˡ˦˜˗˘˥˘˗˔ˠ˜˫ˢ˙ʺˢ˧˛˜˖˛ˢ˥˥ˢ˥˦˧ˢ˥ˬ˔ˡ˗
˦˖˜˘ˡ˖˘Ѓ˖˧˜ˢˡʡ
ˡ˟ˬʨʣʣ
ˇ˛˜˦˖ˢˣˬˢ˙˧˛˘˕ˢˢ˞˪˔˦ˢˡ˘ˢ˙ˢˡ˟ˬʨʣʣ
˦˧˧ˢ˕˘
ˣ˥˜ˡ˧˘˗˕˔˖˞˜ˡʤʫʤʫ˔ˡ˗˜˧Ϡ˦˧˛˘Ѓ˥˦˧˧ˢ˕˘
˔˨˖˧˜ˢˡ
˔˨˖˧˜ˢˡ˘˗˦˜ˡ˖˘ʤʬʫʨʡʶ˛˥˜˦˧˜˘Ϡ˦˔˨˖˧˜ˢˡ
ttention
house said it attracted huge attention
˙˥ˢˠ˔˖˥ˢ˦˦˧˛˘˪ˢ˥˟˗ʡ

ʶ˛˥˜˦˧˜˘Ϡ˦

˦˘˖˥˘˧˦ˢ˖˜˘˧ˬˢ˙˛˘˥˧˙ˢ˥˗˖˥˔˙˧˘˥˦

BAKE OFF

ˇ˛˘ˆ˘˖˥˘˧ˆˢ˖˜˘˧ˬˢ˙ʻ˘˥˧˙ˢ˥˗ʶ˥˔˙˧˘˥˦˘˥˘˖˧˘˗˧˛˜˦˛˨˚˘ˣ˥ˢЃ˧˘˥ˢ˟˘˧ˢ˪˘˥˧ˢ
˖˘˟˘˕˥˔˧˘˧˛˘ˡ˘˪˦˘˥˜˘˦ˢ˙ The Great British Bake Off.

1 – 7 October 2021

FAT
BEARS

WOW!
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22. PUZZLE FUN

FirstNews

WORD

WIN! FROM

Send in your answers and three winners will win a copy of From Shore to Ocean
Floor. Discover the human journey to the deep in From Shore to Ocean Floor
by Gill Arbuthnott and Chris Nielsen. Earth’s oceans cover 70% of its surface
yet they are the most unexplored region of our planet. From sandy beaches to
mysterious, inky depths, this beautiful book is the story of ocean exploration.
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SEE if you can get from the
top of the ladder to the
˕ˢ˧˧ˢˠ˕ˬ˖˛˔ˡ˚˜ˡ˚
one letter at a time
to make a new
word.

CAN you complete our sudoku puzzle,
Ѓ˟˟˜ˡ˚˜ˡ˧˛˘ˡ˨ˠ˕˘˥˦ˢˡ˘˧ˢˡ˜ˡ˘ʲ

4

ʤϝʪ˂˖˧ˢ˕˘˥ʥʣʥʤ

LADDER

SHORE TO
OCEAN FLOOR

3
1 8

Issue 798

TAIL

CROSSWORD
CAN you complete our weekly crossword puzzle
˨˦˜ˡ˚˧˛˘˖˟˨˘˦˕˘˟ˢ˪ʲ
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ACROSS
1 Device used for making calls (6,5)
6ˇ˛˘Ѓ˥˦˧ˠ˔ˡ˔˖˖ˢ˥˗˜ˡ˚˧ˢ˧˛˘
Bible (4)
8 The upper covering of a building (4)
9 ˂˙Ѓ˖˜˔˟˜ˡ˙ˢˢ˧˕˔˟˟ʛʪʜ
10 Take an exam again (5)
11 What a wizard casts (5)
13 Beloved (7)
15 Wicked (4)
16 Have the same score in a game (4)
17 Instrument used to indicate the
temperature (11)

DOWN
1 E.g. the height or width
of an object (11)
2 Polar ____ : large animal (4)
3 Senior person (5)
4 A woodwind musical instrument (4)
5 Famous landmark in Paris (6,5)
7 Claimed (anag) (7)
8 Reply (7)
12 A former planet (5)
13ʽ˨ˠˣ˜ˡ˧ˢ˪˔˧˘˥˛˘˔˗Ѓ˥˦˧ʛʧʜ
14 This is put on roads to stop them
freezing (4)

23. PUZZLE FUN

HOW TO ENTER: ˆ˘ˡ˗ˬˢ˨˥Ѓˡ˜˦˛˘˗ˣ˨˭˭˟˘˦˕ˬ˘ˠ˔˜˟˧ˢ˪˜ˡʳЃ˥˦˧ˡ˘˪˦ʡ˖ˢʡ˨˞ʡʷˢˡϠ˧˙ˢ˥˚˘˧˧ˢˣ˨˧˃˨˭˭˟˘˦ʪʬʫ˜ˡ˧˛˘˦˨˕˝˘˖˧˕ˢ˫˔ˡ˗˜ˡ˖˟˨˗˘
ˬˢ˨˥˖ˢˡ˧˔˖˧˗˘˧˔˜˟˦ʡˊ˘Ϡ˥˘˔˙˥˔˜˗˪˘˖˔ˡϠ˧˔˖˖˘ˣ˧ˣˢ˦˧˔˟˘ˡ˧˥˜˘˦˙ˢ˥ˡˢ˪ʡˇ˛˘˖˟ˢ˦˜ˡ˚˗˔˧˘˙ˢ˥ˣ˨˭˭˟˘˘ˡ˧˥˜˘˦˜˦ˇ˛˨˥˦˗˔ˬʤ˂˖˧ˢ˕˘˥ʥʣʥʤʡ

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
ʶʴˁˬˢ˨˦ˣˢ˧˧˛˘Ѓ˩˘˖˛˔ˡ˚˘˦˪˘Ϡ˩˘ˠ˔˗˘˧ˢ˧˛˜˦ˣ˜˖˧˨˥˘˙˥ˢˠThe Big Fib ˢˡʷ˜˦ˡ˘ˬʞʲ

B

ʷ˜˦ˡ˘ˬʞ

A

WORDSEARCH
ʶʴˁˬˢ˨Ѓˡ˗˧˛˘˪ˢ˥˗˦˜ˡˢ˨˥˔˨˧˨ˠˡʠ˧˛˘ˠ˘˗˪ˢ˥˗˦˘˔˥˖˛ʲ
˅˘ˠ˘ˠ˕˘˥ʟ˪ˢ˥˗˦˖˔ˡ˕˘˛ˢ˥˜˭ˢˡ˧˔˟ʟ˩˘˥˧˜˖˔˟ˢ˥˗˜˔˚ˢˡ˔˟ʔ

WIN! A 5 SECOND

RULE GAME BUNDLE
WE’VE ˧˘˔ˠ˘˗˨ˣ˪˜˧˛˃˟˔ˬˀˢˡ˦˧˘˥ʺ˔ˠ˘˦
˧ˢˢ˙˙˘˥˧˘ˡ˟˨˖˞ˬ˥˘˔˗˘˥˦˧˛˘˖˛˔ˡ˖˘˧ˢ˪˜ˡ
a 5 Second Rule˕˨ˡ˗˟˘ʔ
ˆˢʟ˪˛˔˧˜˦5 Second Ruleʲˊ˘˟˟ʟ˜˧˦˛ˢ˨˟˗˕˘˘˔˦ˬ˧ˢ
ˡ˔ˠ˘ϟ˧˛˥˘˘˧˛˜ˡ˚˦˧˛˔˧˚ˢ˪˜˧˛˖˛˜ˣ˦Ϡ˦˛ˢ˨˟˗ˡϠ˧˜˧ʲ
ʵ˨˧˖˔ˡˬˢ˨˗ˢ˜˧˨ˡ˗˘˥˧˛˘ˣ˥˘˦˦˨˥˘ˢ˙Ѓ˩˘˦˘˖ˢˡ˗˦
˖ˢ˨ˡ˧˜ˡ˚˗ˢ˪ˡ˔ˡ˗˪˜˧˛ˢ˧˛˘˥ˣ˟˔ˬ˘˥˦˦˧˔˥˜ˡ˚ʟ˪˔˜˧˜ˡ˚
˙ˢ˥ˬˢ˨˧ˢ˚˘˧Є˨˦˧˘˥˘˗ʲ
ˇ˜ˠ˘˜˦ˡˢ˧ˢˡˬˢ˨˥˦˜˗˘ʟ˦ˢ˝˨˦˧˦˔ˬ˪˛˔˧˖ˢˠ˘˦˧ˢ
ˠ˜ˡ˗˔ˡ˗˥˜˦˞˥˜˗˜˖˨˟ˢ˨˦˔ˡ˦˪˘˥˦˦˟˜ˣˣ˜ˡ˚ˢ˨˧˔˦˧˜ˠ˘
˖ˢ˨ˡ˧˦˗ˢ˪ˡˢˡ˧˛˘˘˟˘˖˧˥ˢˡ˜˖˧˜ˠ˘˥ʡʼ˙ˬˢ˨˕˘˔˧˧˛˘
˧˜ˠ˘˥ʟˬˢ˨˖˔ˡ˚˜˩˘˜˧˔˦˔˧˜˦˙ˬ˜ˡ˚ˆʿʴˀʔˇ˛˘˥˘˔˥˘ˢˣˣˢ˥˧˨ˡ˜˧˜˘˦
˧ˢϟ˗˨˖˞Ϡ˧˛˘ˤ˨˘˦˧˜ˢˡˢ˥˜ˡЄ˜˖˧ϟˣ˔˜ˡϠˢˡˬˢ˨˥ˢˣˣˢˡ˘ˡ˧˦˕ˬ˨˦˘
ˢ˙˧˛˘ˆˊʼˇʶʻˢ˥˃ʴˆˆ˂ˁ˖˔˥˗˦ʡʼ˧Ϡ˦˔˟˟˚ˢˢ˗˙˨ˡ˔˦ˣ˟˔ˬ˘˥˦˦˘˘˞
˧ˢ˥˘˔˖˛˧˛˘Ѓˡ˜˦˛Ѓ˥˦˧˜ˡ˧˛˜˦˙˔˦˧ʠˣ˔˖˘˗ʟ˙˥˘ˡ˭˜˘˗˔ˡ˗˙˨ˡ
˙˔ˠ˜˟ˬ˚˔ˠ˘ʔ
ʴˡ˗˙ˢ˥˧˥˔˩˘˟ˢ˥˛˘˔˗˜ˡ˚˧ˢ˦˘˘˙˥˜˘ˡ˗˦ʟ˪˘Ϡ˥˘˔˟˦ˢ˜ˡ˖˟˨˗˜ˡ˚˔
ˠ˜ˡ˜˩˘˥˦˜ˢˡ˜ˡ˔ˡ˘˪ˣˢ˥˧˔˕˟˘ˣ˔˖˞ˬˢ˨˖˔ˡ˧˔˞˘˔ˡˬ˪˛˘˥˘ʔˇ˛˘
ˣ˥˘˦˦˨˥˘ˢ˙Ѓ˩˘˦˘˖ˢˡ˗˦˧˪˜˦˧˦˗ˢ˪ˡ
˔˦ˬˢ˨˧˥ˬ˔ˡ˗˧˛˜ˡ˞ˢ˙˧˛˥˘˘˔ˡ˦˪˘˥˦
˜ˡЃ˩˘˦˘˖ˢˡ˗˦ʔ
ˇˢ˕˘˜ˡ˪˜˧˛˔˖˛˔ˡ˖˘ˢ˙˪˜ˡˡ˜ˡ˚ʟ
˝˨˦˧˔ˡ˦˪˘˥˧˛˜˦ˤ˨˘˦˧˜ˢˡʭ
How many seconds are there in a day?

ʵˢˡЃ˥˘

Scarecrow

ˊ˜ˡ˗ˬ

ʻ˔˥˩˘˦˧

ʿ˘˔˩˘˦

ʶˢ˟ˢ˨˥˙˨˟

˃˨ˠˣ˞˜ˡ

˅˔˞˘

ʻ˜˕˘˥ˡ˔˧˘

ˆˤ˨˜˥˥˘˟

ʶ˥˨ˡ˖˛ˬ

Scarf

a) 84,800 b) 88,600 c) 86,400

ENTER NOW! MARK YOUR ENTRY RULE
Ѓ˥˦˧ˡ˘˪˦ʡ˖ˢʡ˨˞ʢ˖ˢˠˣ˘˧˜˧˜ˢˡ˦ˢ˥˦˘˘˕˘˟ˢ˪ʡˇ˛˘˖˟ˢ˦˜ˡ˚˗˔˧˘˜˦ʤʧ˂˖˧ˢ˕˘˥ʥʣʥʤʡ

COMPETITIONS: You can enter First News˖ˢˠˣ˘˧˜˧˜ˢˡ˦˜ˡˢˡ˘ˢ˙˧˪ˢ˪˔ˬ˦ʡʤʡʺˢ˧ˢЃ˥˦˧ˡ˘˪˦ʡ˖ˢʡ˨˞ʢ˖ˢˠˣ˘˧˜˧˜ˢˡ˦˔ˡ˗˙ˢ˟˟ˢ˪˧˛˘
˜ˡ˦˧˥˨˖˧˜ˢˡ˦ʡʥʡʸˠ˔˜˟˨˦˔˧˪˜ˡʳЃ˥˦˧ˡ˘˪˦ʡ˖ˢʡ˨˞ˣ˨˧˧˜ˡ˚ϟ˖ˢˠˣ˘˧˜˧˜ˢˡˡ˔ˠ˘Ϡʛ˘ʡ˚ʡʻˢ˟˜˗˔ˬʜʟ˜ˡ˧˛˘˦˨˕˝˘˖˧˕ˢ˫ʡ˃˟˘˔˦˘ˡˢ˧˘ʭFirst News
˪˜˟˟ˡˢ˧˦˛˔˥˘ˬˢ˨˥ˣ˘˥˦ˢˡ˔˟˗˘˧˔˜˟˦˪˜˧˛˧˛˜˥˗ˣ˔˥˧˜˘˦ʡFirst News˪˜˟˟ˢˡ˟ˬ˨˦˘ˬˢ˨˥˗˘˧˔˜˟˦˧ˢ˖ˢˡ˧˔˖˧˧˛˘˖ˢˠˣ˘˧˜˧˜ˢˡ˪˜ˡˡ˘˥˦ʡ
First News˖ˢˠˣ˘˧˜˧˜ˢˡ˦˔˥˘ˢˡ˟ˬˢˣ˘ˡ˧ˢ˧˛ˢ˦˘˔˚˘˗ʤʪ˔ˡ˗˨ˡ˗˘˥˔ˡ˗˥˘˦˜˗˘ˡ˧˦ˢ˙˧˛˘ˈʾʙ˅˘ˣ˨˕˟˜˖ˢ˙ʼ˥˘˟˔ˡ˗ʟ˘˫˖˘ˣ˧˘ˠˣ˟ˢˬ˘˘˦ˢ˙
First Newsʟʹ˜˥˦˧ʺ˥ˢ˨ˣʸˡ˧˘˥ˣ˥˜˦˘˦ʿ˧˗ʟ˅˘˔˖˛ˣ˟˖˔ˡ˗˔ˡˬ˔˦˦ˢ˖˜˔˧˘˗˖ˢˠˣ˔ˡ˜˘˦˔ˡ˗˧˛˘˜˥˙˔ˠ˜˟˜˘˦ʡˊ˜ˡˡ˘˥˦˪˜˟˟˕˘˧˛˘Ѓ˥˦˧˖ˢ˥˥˘˖˧˘ˡ˧˥˜˘˦
˗˥˔˪ˡ˔˙˧˘˥˧˛˘˖˟ˢ˦˜ˡ˚˗˔˧˘˦ʡˁˢˣ˨˥˖˛˔˦˘ˡ˘˖˘˦˦˔˥ˬʡˁˢ˥˘˦ˣˢˡ˦˜˕˜˟˜˧ˬ˖˔ˡ˕˘˔˖˖˘ˣ˧˘˗˙ˢ˥˘ˡ˧˥˜˘˦˧˛˔˧˛˔˩˘˕˘˘ˡ˟ˢ˦˧ˢ˥˗˔ˠ˔˚˘˗
in transit. First News˪˜˟˟ˡˢ˧˘ˡ˧˘˥˜ˡ˧ˢ˔ˡˬ˖ˢ˥˥˘˦ˣˢˡ˗˘ˡ˖˘ʡʴ˟˟˪˜ˡˡ˘˥˦˪˜˟˟˕˘ˡˢ˧˜Ѓ˘˗˔˖˖ˢ˥˗˜ˡ˚˟ˬ˔ˡ˗˧˛˘˜˥ˡ˔ˠ˘˦˔ˡ˗˟ˢ˖˔˧˜ˢˡ˪˜˟˟˕˘
˔˩˔˜˟˔˕˟˘ˢˡ˥˘ˤ˨˘˦˧ʡˁˢ˖˔˦˛˔˟˧˘˥ˡ˔˧˜˩˘˙ˢ˥˔ˡˬˣ˥˜˭˘˦˪˜˟˟˕˘ˢ˙˙˘˥˘˗ʡˇ˛˘˪˜ˡˡ˘˥ˠ˔ˬ˕˘˥˘ˤ˨˜˥˘˗˧ˢˣ˔˥˧˔˞˘˜ˡˠ˘˗˜˔˔˖˧˜˩˜˧ˬ˥˘˟˔˧˜ˡ˚
˧ˢ˧˛˘˖ˢˠˣ˘˧˜˧˜ˢˡʡ

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS:

Spot the difference: experiment is now blue,
N block has been coloured in, red cog has been
added, picture removed from whiteboard, red dial
facing different direction. Word wheel: guideline.
Word ladder: look, cook, coos, cots, cuts,outs.
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FLAMINGOS

FLAMINGO PUZZLE

BRIGHTMINDS.CO.UK

£17.99

ʶ˥˘˔˧˘ˬˢ˨˥˩˘˥ˬˢ˪ˡЄ˔ˠ˜ˡ˚ˢ˙˥˜˘ˡ˗˪˜˧˛˧˛˜˦
100-piece shaped puzzle. Once completed, your
Є˔ˠ˜ˡ˚ˢ˪˜˟˟˕˘˧˛˘˦˜˭˘ˢ˙˔ˣˢ˦˧˘˥ʟ˦˧˔ˡ˗˜ˡ˚˧˔˟˟
˔ˡ˗ˣ˥ˢ˨˗ˢˡˬˢ˨˥˦˛˘˟˙ʡˇ˛˘˥˘Ϡ˦˔˟˦ˢ˔Є˔ˠ˜ˡ˚ˢ
fact sheet included,
helping you to learn all
about these bright and
unique birds. Did you
know, for example, that a
˚˥ˢ˨ˣˢ˙Є˔ˠ˜ˡ˚ˢ˦
is called a
Є˔ˠ˕ˢˬ˔ˡ˖˘ʲ
*All prices correct
˔˧˧˜ˠ˘ˢ˙ˣ˥˜ˡ˧˜ˡ˚

FLAMINGO STICKY
NOTES SET

MILLYGREEN.COM £5.00

Brighten up your stationery with this fun set of
Є˔ˠ˜ˡ˚ˢ˦˧˜˖˞ˬˡˢ˧˘˦ʡˇ˛˘˦˘˧˖ˢˡ˧˔˜ˡ˦˦˘˩˘ˡ
different sizes of sticky notes, which are perfect for
jotting down notes and leaving around the house,
popping in your bag or adding a touch of fun to
your revision notes.

MAKE YOUR
OWN FLAMINGO

WICKEDUNCLE.CO.UK
£12.95

Everything you need to make your very own
˙˔˕˨˟ˢ˨˦ˣ˟˨˦˛Є˔ˠ˜ˡ˚ˢ˜˦˜ˡ˖˟˨˗˘˗˜ˡ˧˛˜˦
˚˥˘˔˧˞˜˧ʡˇ˛˘˦ˢ˙˧ʟˣ˟˨˦˛˙˔˕˥˜˖˛˔˦˕˘˘ˡ˖˨˧
˧ˢ˦˜˭˘˔ˡ˗˖ˢˠ˘˦˪˜˧˛˦˧˨˙Ѓˡ˚˔ˡ˗ˣ˟˔˦˧˜˖
˘ˬ˘˦ʟ˔˦˪˘˟˟˔˦˧˛˘ˡ˘˘˗˟˘˔ˡ˗˧˛˥˘˔˗ʡˇ˛˘
simple, step-by-step instructions will guide
you through and are a great introduction to
the world of sewing.

First News team details available at ˪˪˪ʡЃ˥˦˧ˡ˘˪˦ʡ˖ˢʡ˨˞ʢ˧˘˔ˠ. For editorial enquiries, contact ˡ˘˪˦˗˘˦˞ʳЃ˥˦˧ˡ˘˪˦ʡ˖ˢʡ˨˞ or (020) 3195 2000. For home subscription enquiries, email ˦˨˕˦˖˥˜ˣ˧˜ˢˡ˦ʳЃ˥˦˧ˡ˘˪˦ʡ˖ˢʡ˨˞ or call 0330 333 0186. For school
subscription enquiries, email ʹ˜˥˦˧ˁ˘˪˦ʳ˘˦˖ˢ˦˨˕˦ʡ˖ˢʡ˨˞ or call (01371) 851 898. Web: ˪˪˪ʡЃ˥˦˧ˡ˘˪˦ʡ˖ˢʡ˨˞. All material in this newspaper is © 2021 First Group Enterprises Ltd and cannot be used without written permission. First News is published by
ʹ˜˥˦˧ʺ˥ˢ˨ˣʸˡ˧˘˥ˣ˥˜˦˘˦ʿ˧˗ʟʨʫˆˢ˨˧˛˪˔˥˞ʵ˥˜˗˚˘˅ˢ˔˗ʟʿˢˡ˗ˢˡʟˆʸʤʣʴˆʡ˃˥˜ˡ˧˘˗˕ˬ˅˘˔˖˛˃˥˜ˡ˧˜ˡ˚ˆ˘˥˩˜˖˘˦ʟˆ˧ʴ˟˕˔ˡ˦˅˗ʟˊ˔˧˙ˢ˥˗ˊʷʥʧʪ˅ʺʡʷ˜˦˧˥˜˕˨˧˘˗˕ˬˀ˔˥˞˘˧˙ˢ˥˖˘ʛˈʾʜʿ˧˗ʟʦ˥˗Єˢˢ˥ʟʤʩʤˀ˔˥˦˛ˊ˔˟˟ʟʿˢˡ˗ˢˡʟʸʤʧʬʴ˃ʡˇ˘˟ʭʣʦʦʣʦʬʣʩʨʨʨʡ
We are extremely passionate about the environment and we are always looking at ways to reduce waste throughout the company and across all of our products. Our paper comes from sustainable sources. We package First News in a mixture of
compostable wrapper, paper wrapper, cardboard wraps and boxes, depending on the order size. See ˪˪˪ʡЃ˥˦˧ˡ˘˪˦ʡ˖ˢʡ˨˞ʢ˔˕ˢ˨˧ʠЃ˥˦˧ʠˡ˘˪˦ for more information about our environmental commitments.

TELL

YOUR

FRIENDS

TRY 3 ISSUES

FOR £1

WIN! A

CHILLI STUNT
SCOOTER
SHOW ˢ˙˙˔˧˧˛˘˦˞˔˧˘ˣ˔˥˞
˪˜˧˛˔˪ˢ˥˟˗ʠ˥˘ˡˢ˪ˡ˘˗
ʶ˛˜˟˟˜˦˧˨ˡ˧˦˖ˢˢ˧˘˥ʡ
Ridden by one of the world’s best
riders, Archie Cole, this sleekly
designed stunt scooter enables
you to perform jumps, tricks and
Є˜˖˞˦˪˜˧˛˘˔˦˘ʡ
Perfectly proportioned to support
you while you hone your skills, it’s
designed by the stunt scooter
experts, Chilli, for a thrilling ride
that will last a lifetime.
ˇ˪ˢ˟˨˖˞ˬ˪˜ˡˡ˘˥˦˪˜˟˟˘˔˖˛˪˜ˡ˔
Chilli Base in Neochrome and a
Chilli helmet.

ʷ˘˟˜˩˘˥˜ˡ˚˧˛˘ˡ˘˪˦˧ˢˬˢ˨˥˗ˢˢ˥˘˩˘˥ˬʹ˥˜˗˔ˬ
ʿ˘˔˥ˡ˔˕ˢ˨˧˧˛˘˖˛˔ˡ˚˜ˡ˚˪ˢ˥˟˗˔˥ˢ˨ˡ˗ˬˢ˨
˪˛˜˟˘˞˘˘ˣ˜ˡ˚˨ˣ˧ˢ˗˔˧˘˪˜˧˛˧˛˘˟˔˧˘˦˧˦˖˜˘ˡ˖˘ʟ
˦ˣˢ˥˧˔ˡ˗˘ˡ˧˘˥˧˔˜ˡˠ˘ˡ˧ˡ˘˪˦ʡ

˪˪˪ʡЃ˥˦˧ˡ˘˪˦ʡ˖ˢʡ˨˞ʢ˦˨˕˦˖˥˜˕˘
ʹˢ˟˟ˢ˪ʠˢˡˣ˥˜˖˘ʭ13 issues for £25.99

ˇˢ˕˘˜ˡ˪˜˧˛˔˖˛˔ˡ˖˘ˢ˙˪˜ˡˡ˜ˡ˚ʟ
just answer this question:
Which of these is not a
stunt scooter trick?
a) Bar spin
b) Nine
c) Buttercup

ʹ˜ ˗
ʹ˜ˡ˗ˢ˨˧ˠˢ˥˘˔˧ˠ˜˖˥ˢʠ˦˖ˢˢ˧˘˥˦ʡ˖ˢʡ˨˞
˧
˧ ˜
˧
˞

ENTER NOW! MARK YOUR ENTRY CHILLI
Ѓ˥˦˧ˡ˘˪˦ʡ˖ˢʡ˨˞ʢ˖ˢˠˣ˘˧˜˧˜ˢˡ˦ˢ˥˦˘˘ˣ˔˚˘ʥʧʡˇ˛˘˖˟ˢ˦˜ˡ˚˗˔˧˘˜˦ʤʧ˂˖˧ˢ˕˘˥ʥʣʥʤʡ

25. BOOKS

FirstNews

ROALD DAHL
DEAL

THE
LAST BEAR
ʻʴˁˁʴʻʺ˂ʿʷ

˅˘˩˜˘˪˘˗
˕ˬAva
ʹ˔˟˞ʟ˔˚˘˗
˦˘˩˘ˡ

ʺ˘˧˧ˬ

April, a ten-year-old girl, travels to Bear
Island at the North Pole.

This will include a TV series based on the world
of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, as well as
an adaptation of Matilda the Musical.
ˁ˘˧Є˜˫˦˔˜˗˧˛˔˧˧˛˘˗˘˔˟˪˜˟˟ˠ˘˔ˡ˧˛˘ˬ˖˔ˡ˖˥˘˔˧˘Ϣ˔˨ˡ˜ˤ˨˘˨ˡ˜˩˘˥˦˘˔˖˥ˢ˦˦˔ˡ˜ˠ˔˧˘˗
˔ˡ˗˟˜˩˘ʠ˔˖˧˜ˢˡЃ˟ˠ˦˔ˡ˗ˇˉʟˣ˨˕˟˜˦˛˜ˡ˚ʟ˚˔ˠ˘˦ʟ˜ˠˠ˘˥˦˜˩˘˘˫ˣ˘˥˜˘ˡ˖˘˦ʟ˟˜˩˘˧˛˘˔˧˥˘
consumer products and more”.

BOOK BAN REVERSED
A SCHOOL ˕ˢ˔˥˗˜ˡ˧˛˘ˈˆ˛˔˦˚ˢˡ˘˕˔˖˞ˢˡ˜˧˦˗˘˖˜˦˜ˢˡ
˧ˢ˕˔ˡ˕ˢˢ˞˦ϝ˔˟ˠˢ˦˧˔˟˟ˢ˙˧˛˘ˠ˕ˬˢ˥˔˕ˢ˨˧ˣ˘ˢˣ˟˘ˢ˙
˖ˢ˟ˢ˨˥ϝ˙˥ˢˠ˕˘˜ˡ˚˨˦˘˗˜ˡ˦˖˛ˢˢ˟˦ʡ
Last October, the Central York school board in Pennsylvania
published a long list of books that were banned in classrooms

ʺ˘˧˧ˬ

ʤϝʪ˂˖˧ˢ˕˘˥ʥʣʥʤ

YOUR READS!

NETFLIX have bought the rights to make
Ѓ˟ˠ˦˔ˡ˗ˇˉ˦˛ˢ˪˦˕˔˦˘˗ˢˡ˧˛˘˪ˢ˥˞˦ˢ˙
˅ˢ˔˟˗ʷ˔˛˟ʡ
The streaming company’s deal with the
Roald Dahl Story Company will see $1 billion
(£730 million) spent on creating new content
based on the books of the beloved author.
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The list was almost entirely of books by people of colour, and
included Malala Yousafzai’s autobiography (pictured left), as well
as children’s books about Rosa Parks and Martin Luther King Jr.
After pressure from parents and authors, the ban has now been
reversed.

A S P I N E - C H I L L I N G TA L E
F RO M T V ’ S Q U E E N O F T H E
PA R A N O R M A L , Y V E T T E F I E L D I N G
R E A D I T T H I S H A L LO W E E N !
AVA I L A B L E F RO M A L L G O O D B O O K S H O P S

Her dad is a scientist who studies the
weather, so he got an invitation to go
there. When April arrives by boat, she
discovers a polar bear. This was very
unusual because, years ago, people
kept hunting the bears and they had
˧˛ˢ˨˚˛˧˧˛˘ˬ˪˘˥˘˘˫˧˜ˡ˖˧ʡ
April keeps this discovery a secret and
tries to make friends with the bear.
She decides she has to return the
polar bear back to Svalbard near the
North Pole. Will April be in time to go to
Svalbard before she returns to England?
I really enjoyed this book and would
recommend it to children who like
to read adventure books and stories
about animals.

WE WANT YOUR BOOK REVIEWS!
ˊ˘Ϡ˟˟ˡ˘˘˗˔˥ˢ˨ˡ˗ʤʥʨ˪ˢ˥˗˦ˢˡ˔˕ˢˢ˞ˬˢ˨Ϡ˩˘˕˘˘ˡ˥˘˔˗˜ˡ˚
˔ˡ˗˔ˣ˜˖˧˨˥˘ˢ˙ˬˢ˨˥˦˘˟˙ʛ˪˜˧˛ˣ˔˥˘ˡ˧˦Ϡˣ˘˥ˠ˜˦˦˜ˢˡʔʜ˦˘ˡ˧˧ˢ
˕ˢˢ˞˥˘˩˜˘˪˦ʳЃ˥˦˧ˡ˘˪˦ʡ˖ˢʡ˨˞ʡ
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DAY OF DISCOVERY
WINNER
JUNIOR
JOURNALIST

˕ˬ˅˔˜˛˔ˡʽ˔ˡ˛˔ˡ˚˘˘˥

ʼʸˁˇʸ˅ʸʷ˧˛˘ʸ˫ˣ˟ˢ˥˘ʿ˘˔˥ˡ˜ˡ˚ʟʷ˔ˬˢ˙ʷ˜˦˖ˢ˩˘˥ˬ˖ˢˠˣ˘˧˜˧˜ˢˡ˜ˡFirst Newsʡˊ˛˘ˡʼ˙ˢ˨ˡ˗ˢ˨˧
ʼ˛˔˗˪ˢˡʟʼ˪˔˦˩˘˥ˬ˛˔ˣˣˬʔʼ˖˛ˢˢ˦˘˧ˢ˪˥˜˧˘˔˕ˢ˨˧ˆ˞ˢˠ˘˥ʼ˦˟˔ˡ˗˕˘˖˔˨˦˘ʼ˙ˢ˨ˡ˗˧˛˘˜˦˟˔ˡ˗
˧ˢ˕˘˔ˠ˔˭˜ˡ˚ʟ˪˜˧˛˟ˢ˧˦ˢ˙˜ˡ˧˘˥˘˦˧˜ˡ˚˜ˡ˙ˢ˥ˠ˔˧˜ˢˡ˔˕ˢ˨˧ˣ˨˙Ѓˡ˦ʡʻ˘˥˘˜˦ˠˬ˪˜ˡˡ˜ˡ˚˘ˡ˧˥ˬʭ
On the morning of 24 July, we set off
for an adventure to Skomer Island, on
˔˩ˢˬ˔˚˘˧ˢ˦˘˘ˣ˨˙Ѓˡ˦ʟ˚˥˘ˬ˦˘˔˟˦˔ˡ˗
dolphins.
We travelled to Pembrokeshire, South
Wales and took a ferry to Skomer Island.
Once we arrived at the island, we had
180 steps to climb. Then, after a safety
talk by the Wildlife Trust ranger, we were
free to explore the island for four hours!
Around the island we saw lots of holes
on the ground and coastal cliffs – these
˔˥˘˧˛˘˕˨˥˥ˢ˪˦˙ˢ˥˧˛˘ˣ˨˙Ѓˡ˦˧ˢˡ˘˦˧˜ˡʡ
ʴ˕ˢ˨˧ʥʨʟʣʣʣˣ˨˙Ѓˡ˦ˠ˜˚˥˔˧˘˧ˢˆ˞ˢˠ˘˥
Island to mate each year. Their beaks
get brighter orange during the mating

We had to stay on the path to
avoid damaging their burrows.
˃˨˙Ѓˡ˦˖˔ˡ˕˘˦˘˘ˡ˕˘˧˪˘˘ˡˀ˔˥˖˛
and July, and after then they head
back to the Atlantic Ocean.

I really enjoyed spending time on
Skomer Island; we had a picnic and
enjoyed the coastal views. Everyone
should visit this amazing place.

BEAR GRYLLS
ADVENTURE
˕ˬʼˡ˔ˬ˔˛˅˔˛ˠ˔ˡ

ˊʸ˪˘ˡ˧˧ˢ˧˛˘ʵ˘˔˥ʺ˥ˬ˟˟˦ʴ˗˩˘ˡ˧˨˥˘˃˔˥˞˜ˡ
ʵ˜˥ˠ˜ˡ˚˛˔ˠ˔ˡ˗˧˥˜˘˗˔˥˖˛˘˥ˬ˔ˡ˗˧˛˘˛˜˚˛˥ˢˣ˘˦ʡ
Our archery instructor gave us
different challenges on the day. One
of them was ‘Save the Princess from
the Tower’, where we had to shoot the
colours of the target in order: white
then black then blue then red and
Ѓˡ˔˟˟ˬʟˬ˘˟˟ˢ˪ʡʼ˙˪˘˦˛ˢ˧˧˛˘˪˥ˢˡ˚
colour we had to start again, so it is
very challenging.
In the high ropes, we had to do all
the obstacles and get higher and
higher. All the obstacles have different
˗˜˙Ѓ˖˨˟˧ˬ˟˘˩˘˟˦ʡ
The hardest obstacle is the rolling
beam. On this one the ropes are
hanging above your head and you
have to step across the rolling beam.
The high ropes conquer a lot of fears
and are an amazing experience. I liked
the high ropes the most because they
made me proud when I completed a
challenging stage. It was funny when
ʼ˛˔˗˧ˢ˚ˢЃ˥˦˧˕˘˖˔˨˦˘ˠˬˠ˨ˠ

JUNIOR
JOURNALIST

ʤϝʪ˂˖˧ˢ˕˘˥ʥʣʥʤ

WE WANT TO
HEAR WHAT
YOU/YOUR
SCHOOL
IS UP TO
Write in to let us know what
you’ve been up to! Have you
been getting creative? Been
for a great day out? Raised
money for charity? Whatever
it is, we love hearing about
your adventures, so why not
share your experiences with
First News readers?

˦˘˔˦ˢˡʡˇ˛˘ˣ˨˙Ѓˡ˦˪˘˥˘˙˥˜˘ˡ˗˟ˬ
and we saw them bringing silvery
sandeels for their hungry chicks.

Other species of birds on the island
include the skylark, peregrine
˙˔˟˖ˢˡʟˀ˔ˡ˫˦˛˘˔˥˪˔˧˘˥ʟ˟˜ˡˡ˘˧
and kittiwake.
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Email your report (and any
pictures you want to share) to
ˬˢ˨˥ˡ˘˪˦ʳЃ˥˦˧ˡ˘˪˦ʡ˖ˢʡ˨˞.
Don’t forget to include your
name and age (and your
school’s name and address
for school news reports). By
writing in, you give consent
to First News printing details
and photographs of those
involved in the report.

˅˔˜˛˔ˡʟ˛˜˦
˙˔ˠ˜˟ˬ˔ˡ˗ˢˡ˘
ˢ˙˧˛˘ˠ˔ˡˬ
ˣ˨˙Ѓˡ˦ˢˡ
ˆ˞ˢˠ˘˥ʼ˦˟˔ˡ˗

ART

DRAGON

JUNIOR
JOURNALIST

˕ˬʿ˜˕˘˥˧ˬ

ʼʸˁˇʸ˅ʸʷ˔ˡ˔˥˧˖ˢˠˣ˘˧˜˧˜ˢˡ˥˨ˡ˕ˬ˧˛˘ˊ˔˟˘˦ˀ˜˟˟˘ˡˡ˜˨ˠʶ˘ˡ˧˥˘
ʛˊˀʶʜ˜ˡʶ˔˥˗˜˙˙˗˨˥˜ˡ˚˟ˢ˖˞˗ˢ˪ˡʡ
ˇ˛˘ˊˀʶ˖˛ˢ˦˘ˠˬ˜˟˟˨˦˧˥˔˧˜ˢˡ˔ˡ˗˧˛˘ˡ
commissioned two artists to create
an installation of it. I had lots of Zoom
meetings and I directed the artists during
the process.

ʺ˜˩˜ˡ˚˔˥˖˛˘˥ˬ˔˚ˢ
was too scared. We motivated each
other if we were too scared and it got
us past the stages. The other people
were also very encouraging and it
was enjoyable and I would love to
go again.

ʼ˪˔˦˜ˡ˩˜˧˘˗˧ˢ˧˛˘ˊˀʶ˜ˡʶ˔˥˗˜˙˙˧ˢˣ˔˜ˡ˧
my installation over two days.
ʴ˟˦ˢʟ˧˛˘ʵʵʶϠ˦
The Travel Show
wanted to do a
feature on my
dragon and
they interviewed
ˇ˛˘˪˜ˡˡ˜ˡ˚˗˥˔˚ˢˡ
me as they were
˗ˢ˜ˡ˚˔ˣ˥ˢ˚˥˔ˠˠ˘˔˕ˢ˨˧ʶ˔˥˗˜˙˙ʡ
ˇ˛˘˘˫˛˜˕˜˧˜ˢˡ˪˔˦ˢˡ˔˟˟ˢ˩˘˥˧˛˘˦˨ˠˠ˘˥ʡˀˬ˛˨˚˘
˗˥˔˚ˢˡ˪˔˦˦˨˦ˣ˘ˡ˗˘˗˙˥ˢˠ˧˛˘˖˘˜˟˜ˡ˚ˢ˙˧˛˘ˊˀʶ
theatre. The technical team even created smoke
that came from its mouth, and sound effects!

ʹˢ˥˕ˢˢ˞˜ˡ˚˜ˡ˙ˢ˔ˡ˗ˢˣ˘ˡ˜ˡ˚˛ˢ˨˥˦ʟ˩˜˦˜˧
˪˪˪ʡ˕˘˔˥˚˥ˬ˟˟˦˔˗˩˘ˡ˧˨˥˘ʡ˖ˢˠʡ
ˇˢ˟˘˔˥ˡˠˢ˥˘˔˕ˢ˨˧˦˧˔˥˧˜ˡ˚˔˥˖˛˘˥ˬʟ˛ˢ˪
˧ˢ˚˘˧˜ˡ˩ˢ˟˩˘˗˜ˡ˧˛˘˦ˣˢ˥˧˔ˡ˗˪˛˘˥˘˧ˢ
˝ˢ˜ˡ˔˖˟˨˕ˢ˥˛˔˩˘˔˚ˢʟ˩˜˦˜˧ʴ˥˖˛˘˥ˬʺʵϠ˦
˕˥˔ˡ˗ˡ˘˪˗˘˗˜˖˔˧˘˗˥˘˦ˢ˨˥˖˘ʟ
˪˪˪ʡ˦˧˔˥˧˔˥˖˛˘˥ˬʡ˖ˢʡ˨˞ʡ

ʿ˜˕˘˥˧ˬ

ˇ˛˘ˊ˔˟˘˦ˀ˜˟˟˘ˡˡ˜˨ˠʶ˘ˡ˧˥˘˔˟˦ˢ˨˦˘˗ˠˬ
illustration as a shop stamp and for merchandise.

SUBSCRIBE FOR SCHOOL – FIND OUT MORE AT SCHOOLS.FIRSTNEWS.CO.UK
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27. GAME ZONE

ˁ˜ˡ˧˘ˡ˗ˢ

DROPS A DIRECT

ʿʴˆˇ˪˘˘˞ʟ˪˘˪˘˥˘˧˥˘˔˧˘˗˧ˢ˔
ˡ˘˪ˁ˜ˡ˧˘ˡ˗ˢʷ˜˥˘˖˧ˣ˥˘˦˘ˡ˧˔˧˜ˢˡʟ
˦˛ˢ˪˖˔˦˜ˡ˚ˡ˘˪˚˔ˠ˘˦˔ˡ˗
˨ˣ˗˔˧˘˦˖ˢˠ˜ˡ˚˧ˢ˧˛˘ˆ˪˜˧˖˛ʡ

Animal Crossing: New Horizons fans will be pleased to hear that a big new
update is on the way! Adding series favourite Brewster the coffee-brewing
pigeon to the museum, we’ll learn more in a special Animal Crossing Direct
in October.
We were also given a good look at new party game Mario Party Superstars, and
more details on the post-apocalyptic Splatoon 3. There was also a very cool
new Kirby game, called Kirby and the Forgotten Land (pictured above).
Along with the games and updates, Nintendo announced that Nintendo Switch
Online players will be given an option to play classic games from the Nintendo
64 and SEGA Mega Drive consoles – but they will need to pay for a more
expensive subscription called the Nintendo Switch Online Expansion Pack.

MEET THE NEW VOICE OF MARIO!
Voicing Mario himself is none other than Chris
Pratt (right). The American actor also voiced
Emmet from The LEGO movie, and stars as Star
Lord in the Guardians of the Galaxy movies.
The movie, which is being created by Illumination,
the studio behind the Despicable MeЃ˟ˠ˦ʟ˜˦˗˨˘
for release around Christmas next year.
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SWITCH
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First News˚˔ˠ˘˦˥˘˩˜˘˪˘˥ʺ˘ˢ˥˚˘ʟ˔˚˘˗˧˘ˡʟ˚˔˩˘˨˦˛˜˦˩˘˥˗˜˖˧ʭ
“Family Trainer is a minigame-based
game, a bit like Super Mario Party, but it
˔˟˦ˢ˛˘˟ˣ˦ˬˢ˨˦˧˔ˬЃ˧ʡˌˢ˨ˣ˨˧˔˦˧˥˔ˣ
on your leg with the controller inside
to control your character. So when you
run on the spot or jump up and down
your character does the same.

ʵ˔ˡ˗˔˜ˡ˔ˠ˖ˢ

NINTENDO

ʼ˦˦˨˘ʪʬʫ ʤϝʪ˂˖˧ˢ˕˘˥ʥʣʥʤ

ʵ˔ˡ˗˔˜ˡ˔ˠ˖ˢ

FirstNews

ˌˢ˨ˣ˥˔˖˧˜˦˘Ѓ˥˦˧˕ˬ˥˨ˡˡ˜ˡ˚˔ˡ˗
jumping over logs. I liked the
minigames like Mole Stomper the best
as they were a lot of fun, but I found the
Mine-Cart game hard.
The more you practise the easier it
gets, though. It was really different
jumping up and down and running
to play a game and it is a good way
˧ˢ˞˘˘ˣЃ˧ʡˌˢ˨˖˔ˡ˘˩˘ˡˣ˟˔ˬ˔˚˔˜ˡ˦˧
other people in your family.”

Touch.
Glow.
Go.
Scooting just
got even more

Introducing the brightest
Micro scooter in the range
The unique handlebars light up the
minute they are touched, alternating
through five bold colours.
With ingenious LED wheels that
use clever induction energy that
convert scooter energy into
bright white light.
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ROUGH
TIME
FOR
EUROPE

The United States celebrate with the Ryder Cup
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runs from Tammy
Beaumont (below)
helped England
Women secure their
highest ever oneday international total against New
ˍ˘˔˟˔ˡ˗ʛРʧʪʠʨʜʡʼ˧˪˔˦˔˦˧˥ˢˡ˚
team performance, which included
ʷ˔ˡˡ˜ˊˬ˔˧˧Ϡ˦˜ˠˣ˥˘˦˦˜˩˘ʧР˥˨ˡ˦
˙˥ˢˠ˝˨˦˧Пʣ˕˔˟˟˦ʡˇ˛˘˥˘˦˨˟˧˚˔˩˘
ʸˡ˚˟˔ˡ˗˔ʧʠʤ˂ʷʼ˦˘˥˜˘˦˩˜˖˧ˢ˥ˬʡ
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Getty

28. SPORT by Richard Mead

THIS year’s Ryder Cup competition ended with a new record for Europe, but not one they wanted…

ˇ˛˘Ѓ˥˦˧˗˔ˬ˦˔˪˦ˢˠ˘˦ˣ˘˖˧˔˖˨˟˔˥
˦˛ˢ˧˦ʡʽˢ˥˗˔ˡˆˣ˜˘˧˛Ϡ˦˕˔˟˟˪˔˦˟ˢ˗˚˘˗
on a vertical bank, requiring him to hit
˜˧˨ˣ˪˔˥˗˦ʡˇ˛˘˘˙˙ˢ˥˧˔˟ˠˢ˦˧˦˔˪˛˜ˠ
tumble backwards into Lake Michigan,

ʼˡʥʣʤʥʟ˧˛˘ˈˡ˜˧˘˗ˆ˧˔˧˘˦˪˘˥˘˟˘˔˗˜ˡ˚
˕ˬ˙ˢ˨˥ˣˢ˜ˡ˧˦ˢˡ˧˛˘Ѓˡ˔˟˗˔ˬʟˢˡ˟ˬ˙ˢ˥
ʸ˨˥ˢˣ˘˧ˢ˧˥˜˨ˠˣ˛ʤʧ̏ϝʤʦ̏ʡʴˡ˘˩˘ˡ
greater effort would be needed here to
ˢ˩˘˥˖ˢˠ˘˔˦˜˫ʠˣˢ˜ˡ˧˗˘˙˜˖˜˧ʡˁˢ˥˧˛˘˥ˡ
ʼ˥˘˟˔ˡ˗Ϡ˦˅ˢ˥ˬˀ˖ʼ˟˥ˢˬ˪˔˦˧˛˘˙˜˥˦˧ˢˡ
the course against Xander Schauffele
ϝ˔ˡ˗˛˘ˣ˜˖˞˘˗˨ˣ˔ˣˢ˜ˡ˧˙ˢ˥ʸ˨˥ˢˣ˘ʡ
The contest soon swung back in favour
of the United States, though, and only
ʼ˔ˡ˃ˢ˨˟˧˘˥˔ˡ˗ʿ˘˘ˊ˘˦˧˪ˢˢ˗˪ˢˡ

ˇ˛˘ʥʣʥʦ˧ˢ˨˥ˡ˔ˠ˘ˡ˧˪˜˟˟˕˘˛˘˟˗˜ˡ
˅ˢˠ˘ʟʼ˧˔˟ˬʟ˔ˡ˗˧˛˘˟˔˦˧˙ˢ˨˥˅ˬ˗˘˥
Cups have been won by the team on
˛ˢˠ˘˦ˢ˜˟ʡʻˢ˪˘˩˘˥ʟ˪˜˧˛˘˜˚˛˧ˣ˟˔ˬ˘˥˦
˖˨˥˥˘ˡ˧˟ˬ˔˚˘˗˨ˡ˗˘˥ʦʣʟ˧˛˘ˈˡ˜˧˘˗
States look set to provide exceptional
ˢˣˣˢ˦˜˧˜ˢˡ˙ˢ˥ˬ˘˔˥˦˧ˢ˖ˢˠ˘ʡ

Jordan Spieth

WORLD-BEATERS!
WHILE one European team was competing
for the Ryder Cup, another was taking on
Team World in a tennis tournament.

Getty

ʹˢ˥ˠ˨˟˔ʤ˩˜˖˧ˢ˥˜˘˦
is Lewis Hamilton’s
incredible tally after
he won the Russian
ʺ˥˔ˡ˗˃˥˜˫ʡˇ˛˘˥˔˖˘
almost saw Lando Norris record his
Ѓ˥˦˧ʹʤ˩˜˖˧ˢ˥ˬʟ˕˨˧˛˘˪˔˦˛˔ˠˣ˘˥˘˗
˕ˬ˨˦˜ˡ˚˦˟˜˖˞˧ˬ˥˘˦˜ˡ˛˘˔˩ˬ˥˔˜ˡʡˁˢ
˗˥˜˩˘˥˛˔˦˪ˢˡˠˢ˥˘ʹʤ˥˔˖˘˦˧˛˔ˡ
Hamilton (below), who now leads
˧˛˘˖˛˔ˠˣ˜ˢˡ˦˛˜ˣ˕ˬ˧˪ˢˣˢ˜ˡ˧˦ʡ

100

Getty

The incredible action continued on the
second day with Paul Casey’s second
˦˛ˢ˧ˢˡ˧˛˘ˣ˔˥ʠ˙ˢ˨˥ʤʧ˧˛˛ˢ˟˘˪ˢ˥˧˛ˬ
ˢ˙˜˧˦˩˘˥ˬˢ˪ˡ˧˥ˢˣ˛ˬʔ˂ˡ˧˛˘˘˗˚˘ˢ˙
a bunker, the Englishman lofted his ball
over the hazard, onto the green and
˜ˡ˧ˢ˧˛˘˛ˢ˟˘ʡʼ˧˪˔˦ˡϠ˧˘ˡˢ˨˚˛˧ˢ˪˜ˡ
the match and Europe went into the
˧˛˜˥˗˗˔ˬ˧˥˔˜˟˜ˡ˚ʤʤϝʨʡ

˧˛˘˜˥˚˔ˠ˘˦˙ˢ˥ʸ˨˥ˢˣ˘ʡˇ˛˘˥˘˦˨˟˧˪˔˦
˔˥˘˖ˢ˥˗ʟ˔ˡ˗˗˘˦˘˥˩˘˗ʟʤʬʠʬ˩˜˖˧ˢ˥ˬ˙ˢ˥
˧˛˘ˈˆʡ

The Laver Cup is an indoor hard court men’s
tournament that sees two teams of six players
˖ˢˠˣ˘˧˘˔˚˔˜ˡ˦˧˘˔˖˛ˢ˧˛˘˥ʡˇ˛˜˦ˬ˘˔˥Ϡ˦˖ˢˡ˧˘˦˧
˧ˢˢ˞ˣ˟˔˖˘˜ˡʵˢ˦˧ˢˡʟˈˆʴʡʴ˟˟ˢ˙˧˛˘˦˜˫ˣ˟˔ˬ˘˥˦˜ˡ
Team Europe are currently ranked in the world
top ten, and included Russia’s Daniil Medvedev
˔ˡ˗ˆ˧˘˙˔ˡˢ˦ˇ˦˜˧˦˜ˣ˔˦ˢ˙ʺ˥˘˘˖˘ʡˇ˛˘˛˜˚˛˘˦˧
˥˔ˡ˞˘˗ˣ˟˔ˬ˘˥˜ˡˇ˘˔ˠˊˢ˥˟˗ʟ˔˧ˡ˨ˠ˕˘˥ʤʤʟ˪˔˦
ʶ˔ˡ˔˗˔Ϡ˦ʹ̻˟˜˫ʴ˨˚˘˥ʠʴ˟˜˔˦˦˜ˠ˘ʡ
Although more than half the matches went to
a tie-break, Team Europe dominated, wrapping
things up early on the last day to win the Cup
˙ˢ˥˧˛˘˙ˢ˨˥˧˛˧˜ˠ˘˜ˡ˔˥ˢ˪ʡˊ˜˧˛˧˛˘˦˖ˢ˥˘˔˧
ʤʧʠʤʟ˧˛˘Ѓˡ˔˟˧˛˥˘˘ˠ˔˧˖˛˘˦˗˜˗ˡϠ˧ˡ˘˘˗˧ˢ
be played, as the nine points available were
not enough for Team World to overtake their
ˢˣˣˢˡ˘ˡ˧˦ʡϢʴ˧˧˛˘˘ˡ˗ˢ˙˧˛˘˗˔ˬʟ˧˛˘˦˖ˢ˥˘
˦˔ˬ˦˧˛˔˧˜˧˪˔˦ʤʧʠʤʟ˕˨˧˜˧˖ˢ˨˟˗˛˔˩˘˚ˢˡ˘˕ˢ˧˛
ways a lot of the time,” Germany’s Alexander
ˍ˩˘˥˘˩˦˔˜˗˔˙˧˘˥˪˔˥˗˦ʡ
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goals from Arsenal
Women saw
Manchester City
Women suffer their
biggest ever defeat
˦˜ˡ˖˘˧˨˥ˡ˜ˡ˚ˣ˥ˢʡˉ˜˩˜˔ˡˡ˘ˀ˜˘˗˘ˠ˔
opened the scoring, followed by
goals from Katie McCabe and Leah
Williamson and two from Kim Little
ϝ˪˜˧˛ˡˢ˥˘ˣ˟ˬ˙˥ˢˠʶ˜˧ˬʡˇ˛˘˥˘˦˨˟˧
˦˘˘˦ʴ˥˦˘ˡ˔˟˧ˢˣ˧˛˘ˆ˨ˣ˘˥ʿ˘˔˚˨˘ʡ

Getty

ˇ˛˘Ѓ˥˦˧˧˪ˢ˗˔ˬ˦ˢ˙˧˛˘˅ˬ˗˘˥ʶ˨ˣ
consist of eight pairs of matches, with
˧˛˘Ѓˡ˔˟˗˔ˬ˔˟˟ˢ˖˔˧˘˗˧ˢʤʥ˦˜ˡ˚˟˘˦
˚˔ˠ˘˦ʡˇ˛˘˥˘˔˥˘ʥʫˣˢ˜ˡ˧˦˧ˢ˕˘˪ˢˡʟ
˦ˢ˧˛˘Ѓ˥˦˧˧˘˔ˠ˧ˢ˥˘˔˖˛ʤʧ̏˪˜ˡ˦˧˛˘
ʶ˨ˣʡʴ˧˜˘ˢ˙ʤʧˣˢ˜ˡ˧˦˘˔˖˛ˠ˘˔ˡ˦˧˛˔˧
the current holders keep it!

while his ball landed perfectly near the
˛ˢ˟˘ʔʻ˘˔ˡ˗˛˜˦ˣ˔˥˧ˡ˘˥ʽ˨˦˧˜ˡˇ˛ˢˠ˔˦
˪˘˥˘˦˧˜˟˟˕˘˔˧˘ˡ˕ˬʸ˨˥ˢˣ˘˔ˡ˦ʽˢˡ
Rahm and Sergio García, but it proved
to be the United States’ only loss of the
˗˔ˬʟ˪˛˜˖˛˘ˡ˗˘˗˪˜˧˛˧˛˘ˠʩϝʤ˨ˣʡ

Getty

The Ryder Cup pits the best golfers
in Europe against elite players from
˧˛˘ˈˡ˜˧˘˗ˆ˧˔˧˘˦ʡʷ˔˧˜ˡ˚˕˔˖˞˧ˢ
ʤʬʥʪʟ˪˛˘ˡ˧˛˘ˈˆ˗˘˙˘˔˧˘˗˔˧˘˔ˠ
˙˥ˢˠʺ˥˘˔˧ʵ˥˜˧˔˜ˡʟ˧˛˜˦˪˔˦˧˛˘ʧʦ˥˗
˧ˢ˨˥ˡ˔ˠ˘ˡ˧ʟˣˢ˦˧ˣˢˡ˘˗˙˥ˢˠʥʣʥʣ
˕˘˖˔˨˦˘ˢ˙˧˛˘ʶ˂ˉʼʷˣ˔ˡ˗˘ˠ˜˖ʡʼˡ
the previous contest, held in France,
Europe won the Cup with a decisive
ʤʪ̏ϝʤʣ̏˦˖ˢ˥˘˟˜ˡ˘ʡˇ˛˜˦ˬ˘˔˥Ϡ˦˦˘˟˘˖˧˘˗
course was Whistling Straits in
Wisconsin, USA – and the Americans
demonstrated their desire to regain
˧˛˘˧˥ˢˣ˛ˬ˙˥ˢˠ˧˛˘˦˧˔˥˧ʡ

Kim Little

